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(ABSTRACT)

In the present work, we study a queue with a Markov renewal service proc-

ess. The objective is to model systems where different customers request different

services and there is a setup time required to adjust from one type of service to

the next.

The arrival is a Poisson process independent of the service. After arrival, all

the customers will be attended in order of arrival. lmmediately before a service

starts, the type of next customer is chosen using a tinite, irreducible and aperiodic

Markov chain P. There is only one server and the service time has a distribution

function F], , where i and j are the types of the previous and current customer in

service, respectively. This model will be called M/MR/l.

Embedding at departure epochs, we characterize the queue length and the

type of customer as a Markov renewal process. We study a special case where Ii,

is exponential with parameter pv. We prove that the departure is a renewal proc-

ess if and only if pv = jr ,V ij 6 E. Furthermore, we show that this renewal is a

Poisson process. The type-departure process is extensively studied through the

respective counting processes. The crosscovariance and the crosscorrelation are

computed and numerical results are shown. Finally, we introduce several ex-



pressions to study the interdependence among the type·departure processes in the

general case, i.e. the distribution function F}, does not have any special form.
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Chapter 1

1.1 The Problem

A common assumption in queueing theory has been the independence be-

tween the current and the previous service times. This, together with the inde-

pendence from the arrival process, defines a GI service process, which has been

extensively studied. On the other hand, only a few papers have dropped this as-

sumption.

The hypothesis of independence between consecutive services is clearly not

adequate if the server needs some setup time to prepare for the next and possibly

different type of job. Furthermore, in many real production systems, the server

does not know the next type of job until he gets to it. In such cases the sequence

of service times is delayed each time there is a change in the type of job to be
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serviced. Consequently, the service times do not form a sequence of independent

and identically distributed random variables, but rather the service times depend

on the sequence of the types of customers.

ln this paper we will discuss a queueing system where the service process is

a Markov renewal process (MRP). As we will see in the next section, the MRP

assumption introduces the kind of dependence that we want to study. We retain

the assumption of independence between interarrival and service times.

To simplify the analysis, the following additional assumptions are made:

i) The arrival process is a Poisson process with rate A and there is no loss so

that any arrival to the system will eventualh: receive service.

ii) There is just one server and the service times _are generated by a MRP.

iii) The service is provided in order ofarrival (FCFS).

We shall denote this system by M/MR/l. We are interested in studying the

effect of the Markov renewal service process on the performance of the qucue, in

particular, the departure process. In practical situations, the departure process

of this queue may be the input for another queue and the knowledge of its char-

acteristics is fundamental to the understanding of the behavior of the entire sys-

tem.

Some of the questions that we intend to answer are: What is the structure

of the departure process? Under what conditions (if any) is the departure process

a renewal process? How is the structure of the departure process related to the

choice of states in the Markov renewal service process?

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 2



This paper is organized as follows. Chapter 1 has two more sections: Back-

ground and Literature Review. In Chapter 2 we describe the Markov rcnewal

service process. In Chapter 3 we look at the queue length process of the

M/MR/l queue. We obtain the general structure and a characterization of the

departure process. Chapter 4 is devoted to a special case: a Markov rcnewal ser-

vice process with exponential distributions. We obtain necessary and sufficient

conditions for the departure process to be a rcnewal process. In Chapter 5 the

type-departure process is studied in detail. Crosscovariances and crosscorre-

lations are defined and used to measure the dependence among the counting

processes associated with the type-departure processes. A numerical example with

several graphs illustrates the behavior of the crosscorrelation. The last chapter,

Chapter 6, is dedicated to conclusions and discussion as well as prospectives for

future research.

The equations are referenced by two numbers in parenthesis: section num-

ber followed by the order of the equation in the section; for instance, the equation

(2.7) is the 7th equation in section 2. Theorems, lemmas, corollaries and dia-

grams are numbered in the same way. For reference to the results in other chap-

ters, we add the chapter number; equation (3.2.7) is the 7th equation in section

2 of Chapter 3.
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1.2 Background

We briefly review the definitions of renewal and Markov renewal processes

and their properties. We also define the concept of equivalence between a Markov

renewal process and a renewal process. The material shown here is an extract

from chapters 9 and 10 in Oinlar [1975] and from chapters 1 and 2 in Disney and

Kiessler [1987].

We start with the definition of a renewal process. Consider a fixed phenom-

enon, and let 0 = 7], < T, < T, < be the times of its successive occurrences.

Definition (2.1): The sequence T = {7}, : n =0,1,... } is called a renewal process

provided that the interoccurrence times are independent, identically distributed,

and non negative random variables. Then each T„ is called a renewal time. ¤

One of the most well-known examples of renewal processes is the Poisson

process. ln this case the inter-renewal times have an exponential distribution.

Let F be the distribution function for the inter-renewal times in a renewal

process. Then, by successive convolutions, we obtain

1>[r,, S :3 (2.1)

where FT") represents the convolution of F with itself, n times.

Now we introduce the Markov renewal process. Suppose we have defined for

each n=O,1,... , a random variable X„ taking values in a countable set E and a

random variable T„ taking values in [0,:>o), such that O = T,, < 7] < T,

<mrnonucriowAND BACKGROUND 4



Definition (2.2): The stochastic process (X,T) = {(X,,T,) ; n=0,1,2,...}is said

to be a Markov renewal process with state space E provided that:

For all r1=0,1,2,... , and t 6 [O, oo)

P[X„+l,T„+1 —T„ S IIXO, ...X,,; T0,...,T„] = P[X„+],T„+l — T, S tIX„] . I (2.2)

We will only consider time homogeneous processes. That is, for i,j 6 E ,

P[X„+1 =j,T„+l —T„ S rl X, = i] = Qü(t) independent of n. (2.3)

The matrix Q = {Q,,(t);i,j 6 E,t 6 R,} is called a semi-Markov kernel over E.

Note that the state space E could be multidimensional; the only restriction that

we are making here is that E is a countable space.

Let

Pgj6E

Then pü are the transition probabilities for some Markov chain. In fact, from

(2.4) and (2.5) we have the following result:

Theorem (2.3) : X= {X, ; n =0,l,...} is a Markov chain with state space E

and transition matrix P= [p,] , i,j 6 E .

proof:

See proposition (10.1.7) in Cinlar [1975]. I
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Remark (2.4): Note that if the state space E has just one point, the MRP

{(X,,T,) ; n = 0,1...} collapses to {T, ; n =0,l...}, which is a renewal process. ¤

Remark (2.5): Consider a subset D of the state space. Let ro,r,,r2, be the

successives indices rz 2 0 such that X, 6 D. For each n =0,l,... define

2%, = X,„ and T}, = TQ". Then by theorem (10.1.13) in Cinlar [1975] the process

(;( , T)= {2%,,/T,;n 6 N} is a Markov renewal process with state space D. ¤

Remark (2.6):The n·step transition in the semi-Markov kernel is given by

Ql"’<s> = PIX,. =1.r.. S sl X. = :1
(2.6)

= Z f
Ql7"’<s — s> dQ„.(S) .

1:61; °

The last equality gives a recursive expression for Q,y'*(:) . By similarity with the

definition of the convolution of functions, the matrix Q<^l(:) = [Qy'*(:)] , ij 6 E,

is called the n-th convolution of the kernel Q with itself. ¤

Next, we introduce the concept of equivalence between a Markov renewal

process and a renewal process. Let (X,T) be a Markov renewal process with

semi-Markov kernel Q and state space E. The joint distributions of the incre·

ments { T, —T,_, ; n= 1,2,...} are given by

P[T, S tl,]-2 - T, S :2,..., T,,, — T,,,_, S :,,,] = 7 Q(:,) Q(:2)....Q(:„,) e , (2.7)

where 7 is some initial state distribution vector with elements P[X„= j] , j 6 E and

e is a column vector of 1’s.

Lemma (2.7): The sequence {T, ; n =0,l,...} is a renewal process if and only

if for all m 6 Nand :,,:2, , :,, 6 R, , we have

mrnooucriow mo sxcxcnouxo 6



7 Q(¢1)Q(¢z)----Q(¢,„) 8 = ( 7 Q(¢i) 8) ( 7 Q(¢z) 8) 7 Q(¢„„) 8) - (2-8)

proof?

See lemma 2.11.1 in Disney and Kiess1er[1987]. ¤

Deünition (2.8): Let R be a renewal process with distribution F. The process

(X,T) is equivalent to R (written (X,T) ~ R) if,

vQ(¢i)Q(¢;)----Q(¢„„) 8=F(¢i)F(¢z)-·--F(¢.„)
-

(2-9)

for m 6 N, and t,_t,, ,t„, 6 R, . ¤

Next, we derive two sufficient conditions for (X,T) ~ R. Other conditions

can be found in Chapter 2 of Disney and Kiessler [1987].

Sufficient Condition 1 (2.9):

1ffort6R+ , 7Q(t)=F(t) 7 , (2.10)

then we have the equivalence (X,T) ~ R . ¤

Sufiicient Condition 2 (2.10):

If for t6R+ , Q(t) c= eF(t) (2.11)

then we have the equivalence (X,T) ~ R. ¤
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1.3 Literature Review

The first two (and almost simultaneous) contributions to the study of

M/MR/l queues are the papers by Neuts [1966] and Cinlar [1967]. ln Neuts

[1966], Markov renewal theory is used to study the busy period, virtual waiting

time, and queue length. The queue length process is studied in continuous time

and by embedding just after departure epochs. Conditional expected values for

the number of departures are obtained. ln Qinlar [1967] the emphasis is on the

queue length process. A Markov renewal process is used to characterize the queue

length and the type of leaving customer just after a departure. For continuous

time the joint distribution of queue length and type in service is presented. The

limiting behavior of the probability distribution of the continuous time and the

embedded processes are compared.

Purdue [1975] extended the model studied by Neuts and Qinlar, allowing the

arrival Poisson process to be dependent on the types. However, he obtained re-

sults only for the busy period.

ln Neuts [1977a], several computationally useful expressions are given for the

expected duration of the busy period, the mean number of customers served, and

the lower order moments of the queue length, in both discrete and continuous

time. Moreover, Neuts obtained results for the virtual waiting time. The model

studied in Neuts [1977a] was a little more general than the one in Neuts [1966]

because it is assumed that batch arrivals occur at the epochs of a homogeneous

Poisson process. As a special case, Neuts [1977b] considers the model where two

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
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kinds of services are provided: ordinary and extraordinary, depending on

whether or not the current customer is of the same type as the previous one. Ex-

plicit formulas and examples were given.

For a single server queue in which both service and interarrival times may

depend on customer type, McNickle [1974a] derived the distribution of the num-

ber of departures in terms of the busy period and busy cycle processes. McNick1e

[1974b] provides more details for this study, but the departure process is not

studied any further. Nevertheless, he pointed out the necessity for future research

on the dependencies in the departure process. ln this dissertation, an attempt is

made to fultill this need.

In 1985, de Smit [1985] studied a large class of Markov renewal queues. He

constructed a system of Wiener·Hopf type equations whose solution depends on

the ability to obtain explicit factorizations. De Smit and Regterschot [1985] indi-

cated that, these factorizations can be given only in special cases, providing an

example where such factorization is possible. They consider that for each cus-

tomer, an exponential service is supplied whose mean depends on the state of the

Markov renewal process at the customer’s arrival. Transform expressions for se-

veral quantities are computed such as the virtual waiting time, and the number

of customers, both in continuous time and at arrival epochs.

The literature associated with flexible manufacturing systems is another

source of contributions to the study of queues with changeover times. Eisenberg

[1969] considers a system with two queues served by a single server. ln each

queue, the arrival is a Poisson process and the service has a general distribution.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 9



When the server moves from one queue to another, a setup time with an arbitrary

distribution function is required. Two different disciplines are considered: alter-

nating priority and strict priority, with the waiting time distribution computed for

each case. ln Eisenberg [1970], the results shown in Eisenberg [1969] are extended

to M queues with periodie service and alternating priority discipline. Also,

Buzacott and Gupta [1986] describe an approximation scheme for the computa-

tion of the mean flow time in a network of queues with multiple job classes and

changeover times. Their approach is to draw conclusions for the network by using

the results obtained in each queue studied in isolation. A numerical example

compares the approximation with the simulation results. ln Gupta and Buzacott

[1988], the results are extended to include feedback. The network approximation

for the mean waiting time is made possible by the development of an exact

method to obtain the performance indices for single machine models with two

queues, setup times, and feedback.

As far as we know, these are the only papers directly related to our work in

Markov renewal service queues, although there are other papers in related areas

concerned primarily with Markov service queues and, of course, renewal service

queues. The number of publications is relatively small, and except for the

McNickle work previously cited, the departure process for the M/MR/1 queue

has not been studied. Of particular interest is the crosscovariance analysis in

chapter 5, which constitutes an original contribution to the study of interde-

pendent processes in which category the departure process of M/MR/1 is in-

cluded.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 10



Chapter 2

MARKOV RENEWAL SERVICE PROCESS

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we study the Markov renewal service process and use general

results of the theory of Markov renewal processes to obtain some consequcnces

and properties for the service process. A correlation coefficient is used to study

the dependence among successive services; the chapter tinishes with a numerical

example. Our references to well-known results here are found in Cin1ar[1975] and

Disney and Kiessler [1987].
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2.2 The Murkov Reuewal Structure

Let S= {5,, ; n =0,l,...} be a sequence of service times, 5,, 6 R,. For each 5,,

associate a random variable Z,, , n=0,l,..., and define Z= {Z,, ; n =0,l,...}. The

random process Z takes value on a finite set E= {1,2,...,m}.

Assume that the random process (Z,S) is a time homogenous MRP with

semi-Markov kernel B. The random variable Z,, will represent the type of the n-th

customer. This customer classification is assigned immediately before the service

starts.

Let P be the one step transition for the underlying Markov chain Z , that

is,

i,j= 1,2, ...,m. (2.l)

In this chapter we assume that P is finite and irreducible. An example with a

periodic chain is given in the end of the chapter (section 4). Later in chapter 3,

we will also assume that P is aperiodic. That is, from chapter 3 to the end of the

dissertation, P will be assumed finite, irreducible and aperiodic.

Define n = (n,, nz, ..., n,,,) such that

n P = #1 z
I] ¢ = I , (2.2)

n 2 O .
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That is, rg is the unique stationary probability vector for the Markov chain Z .

For i,j6E,t20, define I·v(t) as the conditional probability distribution

function:

. . BW)
fv(t) = P[5,,+, s tIZ,, = 1,2,,+, =;] = , for pv > 0. (2.3)

ln the case pv = O we define f],(t) = l .

Thus, conditioned on the types of the n-th and (n + I)-th customers, Fv(t) is

the (conditional) service time of the (n+ 1)-th customer. This structure pcrmits

us to model changeover systems assigning different parameters or distributions

for different values of the pair (i, j) , i,j = l,2,...m .

Since the random variables {5,, ; rz 2 0} are, in general, not independent, it is

interesting to measure the dcpendency among the succcssive service times. We

will express the dependency through the correlation coefficient of lag r whose

computation requires some preliminary results. ln the following we assume that

we are in the steady state, that is,

P[Z,, =j] = rj, , independent of n .

The distribution function of 5,, is given by

Mxkxov REM-;wAL sßnvlcta Pnocßss is



M M

P[S„ S t] = ZZP[S„ S t, Z„ =j, Z„_l = i]
i=lj=l
M M

= ZZPEZZ =f» $„ S ¢|Z„-1 = i]P|ÄZ„-1 = 1]
i=lj=l
M M

= 2Zn.ß„0> .
i=lj=l

or in matrix form

P[S„ S r] = rp B(r) 6 . (2.4)

Then

E[S„] = QB} 6 with Bl = [f°°tdBÜ(t)] for i,j = 1,2, ,m (2.5)
0

and

E[S3] = :}B2 6 with B2 =
[foo tz dBÜ(t):| for i,j = 1,2, ,m. (2.6)

0

The lag r joint distribution of two service times is given by

M

P[Sn S S S] P[Sn S ‘• Sn+r S S• Zn—l = i· Zn =f· Zn-r+1= k• Zn+r = Ü
i,/J<,l=l

m

= E #1; Bw) [PMJJ;. BMS) ,
ijJ<,/=l

in matrix notation

_ MARKOV RENEWAL SERVICE PROCESS 14



P[5„ S t,5,,+, S s] = r} B(t) P"] B(s) 6 for r = 1,2, . (2.7)

Then

E[5,, 5,,+,] = q B1 P'"l B, 6 for r = 1,2, . (2.8)

Note that expressions (2.4) - (2.8) do not depend on n since we have assumed

homogeneity of the service process. This implies in particular that Var[5,,] does

not depend on n and E[5„+,] depends on neither n nor r. The covariance of lag r

of the service time is

Cov(5,,,5,,+,) = E[5,,5,,+,] —~ E2[5,,] . (2.9)

Finally, the correlation of lag r (in steady state ) is obtained by using the

previous expressions:

C0v(5,,,5,,+,) 0c0rr(5,,,5,,+,) — (2..10)

which depends only on r. Hence the (Z,S) process is weakly stationary.
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2.3 Numerical Example

Consider the MRP {(Z,,, 5,,) ; n = 0,1,....} with Z,, 6 E and kernel given by

(I ‘¤) F11(x) aF12(x)
B(x) = ,

Ö F21(x) (I — Ö) F22(x)

where I{,(x) = P[5,, 5 xIZ,,_, = i, Z,, =j] for i, j = 1,2 ;

also, a=P[Z,,=2IZ,,_,=1]

b = P[Z,, = I IZ,,_, = 2].

In this example, for illustration purposes, we will remove the assumption of

irreducibility of the matrix P. ln other words, the parameters a and b are allowed

to have value 0 or 1.

Case 1: E,(x)= F(x) for i,j = 1,2.

In this case, no matter what the relationship between a and b is, the MRP

will model a GI service with distribution F. To see this we observe that the kernel

is given by

(1 —a) F(x) aF(x)
B(x) = .

bF(x) (1 —b)F(x)

Then

F(x)
B(.X) 8 = .

F(x)

MARKOV RENEWAL s1·:Rv1c1·; PROCESS I6



Thus the row sums of B(x) are equal. From (1.2.11) , we conclude that, in

the steady state, {Z,,, 5,, ; n =0,l,...} is equivalent to a renewal process with dis-

tribution F. In other words, the service times {5,,; n = 0,1...} marginally form a

sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables. Conse-

quently there is no difference whether or not one assigns the types of service be-

fore or after the service.

Case 2 : E,(x) = F}(x) for i, j= 1,2 and Ii(x) ¢F,(x) .

In this case the conditional distribution function I·],(x) only depends on the

current type in service. The kernel becomes

B(x)=[(1— 11)
(1 —b)F2(x)

Consider the following subcases:

2a) a=0 .

The Markov chain {Z,,,n = 0,1,...} will have the state l as an absorbing

state. State 2 will be transient if 0 < b < 1, or absorbing if b=O. For both cases,

in the long run, the Markov chain is absorbed and the service process becomes a

renewal process since there are no more changes in the types.

2b) a =b = 1 .

We have

[
0 F2(x)]

B(x) = .
F1(x) 0

1v1AR1<0v RENEWAL SERVICE PROCESS 17



The matrix P is periodic and this model has been used to study replacements

in production planning. lt is well-known as an alternating renewal process

(Heyman and Sobel [1982]).

2c) a+b=1 ,O<a<1andO<b<1 .

Note that

Iga F2(x) + b Fl(x)
]B(x) c = .

a F2(x) +b FI (x)

Since the row sums in B(x) are equal, from (1.2.11) we have equivalence

between the service process and a renewal process with distribution

F(x) = aI·}(x) + bF}(x) . In fact, we have the following result:

Theorem (3.1): The two state Markov renewal process {(Z,,, 5,,) ; n = 0,1, }

with I·],(x) = f}(x) (f](x) =H'·}(x)) , 0 < a < 1 and 0 < b < 1 is equivalcnt to a re-

newal process if and only if a +b = 1.

proof?

lst part: a +b = 1 -> renewal process .

This was proved by using the foregoing argument.

2nd part: renewal process —> a +b=l .

A necessary, but not sufficient, condition for a renewal process is the inde-

pendence between consecutive intervals, that is,

#1 B(x) B(v) ¢=(n B(x)¢)( n B0) ¢) . (3-1)

where 1; is the stationary distribution for {Z,, ; n = 0, 1, } and is given by
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Computing the expressions on both sides of (3.1) and equating the coeffi-

cients of F](x) F}(y), we have the following condition:

m(1—¤)2+~z(1 —¤)b=#2i -

From this, after some manipulation we conclude a + b = 1. ¤

2d) a+b #1 0<a< 1 and0<b< 1.

In this case, as proved by theorem (3.1), the sequence of service times is de-

pendent and consequently correlated. Using (2.10) we have computed table (3.1)

which shows the correlations lag r (r= 1,...5) for F] and F} exponentials and se-

veral values of a and b (a + b ¢ 1) . We observe positive correlations for all lags

when a + b < 1 . However, when a -1- b > 1 the lag r correlations can be negative

or positive depending on r being odd or even, respectively. The absolute value of

the correlation decreases as a + b approaches 1 and incrcases when a +b becomes

larger in absolute value (i.e. near 2). ¤

Remark (3.2): For m 2 2, if Z is a stationary chain and if P is an equilib-

rium matrix (all rows are equal to the equilibrium distribution q), then for

r> 1 ,
P"‘

= e rp and from expressions (2.4) and (2.7) we conclude that the

service times separated by a lag r (r > 1) are independent. Thus, whether these

service times form a renewal process or not depend only on the behaviour of the

consecutive service times (r = 1 in (2.7)). That is, if Z is a stationary chain and
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P is an equilibrium matrix, the sequence {5,,; rz = 1,2,...} is a renewal process

if and only if two consecutive intervals are independent. If m = 1 , the service

times form a renewal process by remark (1.2.4). For m = 2 and P as an equilib-

rium matrix (or equivalently a + b = 1), example 2c shows a situation where the

sequence of service times is a renewal process. Of course, there are cases where

P is not an equilibrium matrix but the sequence {5,,; n = 1,2,...} is a renewal

process as our other examples show. •

2.4 Summary

In this chapter we described the Markov renewal service process that will be

used in the next chapters. The structure for the service process discussed here

could be used to model systems with changeover where the service depends on the

current and the immediately preceeding types of customers. This implies that the

sequence of service times is not composed of independent random variables. Ex-

pressions for covariance and correlations have been given.

For the special case m =2 (two types of customers), we discussed conditions

on the parameters to obtain a GI service process. Numerical results for the lag r

correlations are presented in the case where the services are not independent.
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Chapter 3

M/MR/1 QUEUES

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we consider a queueing system, denoted by M/MR/l , with

the following characteristics:

• The arrivals form a Poisson process with a parameter .1, independent of the

service process;

•
All the arrivals receive service in the order of their arrivals (no loss and

FCFS discipline);

•
Immediately before a customer enters into the service, his type is chosen

from a Markov chain with transition matrix P . That is, if the previous cus-
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tomer was type i, the current is type j with probability p,j ,

i,j6E = {1,2, ,m}. We assume that P is irreducible and aperiodic with

unique stationary distribution given by rg (note that in chapter 2 we only re-

quired irreducibility; however, the assumptions in this chapter will be

mantained from now on);

•
There is only one server;

• The service time distributions are fjj with mean ij , where i and j are, re-

spectively, the previous and the current type of customers. Also, we assume

that Ej V i,j 6 E is not arithmetic.

As discussed in chapter 2, the service process in this queue could be described

as a Markov renewal process with semi Markov kernel

B(x) = [pg 1°i;(x)] Ai E E - (1-1)

Since P is aperiodic and Fjj is not arithmetic, B(x) will be aperiodic.

We define E as the unconditional mean service time. From (2.2.5) we have

§= r)Ble,„ with Bl=[! xdBj(x)]=[pj.ij] i,j6E . (1.2)

Remark (1.1) : Throughout this paper we assume ,15 < 1 . That is, the traffic

intensity of this queue is less than 1, which implies the existence of a steady state

distribution (see Cinlar [1967] ). ¤
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We will study the queue length process embedded at departure epochs. Our

interest is to obtain the structure and the pertinent expressions for this queue.

3.2 Qlléllß léllgth pi'0C8SS

With respect to the queue length process, let

0 = Tg < Tg < Tg < , be a sequence of successives departure times,

n6Nand T}!6R,;

Ng is the queue length just after Tg, Ng 6 N ;

Z}! is the type of customer that departs at Tg, Zg 6 E = {1,2, , m};

S„ is the service time of the n·th customer, S„ 6 R,} .

Denoting (Nd,Z d,Td)
= {(Ng, Zg, Tg) ; rz 6 N}, we have the following structure

for the queue length, embedded at departure times.

Theorem (2.1): The process (Nd,Z d,T d), with state space N >< E, is a Markov

renewal process with kernel Q(t), whose entries are given by

Q„„.,<«> = PLN: = k„ Z: =1„ L: — P:.] S Pl N:.„ = LZ:-1 = L1
-1: k-/+1e (Ä.:) fOI' [>Ü (2.1)

—
-1: kÄ

f' (l for I= 0
0

•
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where B,,(x) is the element (i, j) in the kernel of the Markov renewal service

pI'OC€SS.

proof}

To verify that (Nd,Z ‘,Td)
is a MRP note:

the successives types {Z;} ; rz 2 0} form a Markov chain, so Z;} only depends

on Z,}_, ;

N;} only depends on N;}_, and on the service time 5,, of the n·th customer ;

7;} — T;}_, depends on the service time and on the arrival rate (if the idle time

appears);

the service time 5,, depends on 5,,_,, Z,}_, and Z,} .

Then

P[N,‘}, 2;}, 7;}- 7;}_, S 1|(1v;’,, 2:,,7:,1, ;m = 0,1 ,...fl - 1)] =
= PI/V,‘i,Z1‘i, 1:5 - 15., S 1¤N5.,, 25.,1 ;

consequently, (N is a Markov renewal process.

To compute the kernel, consider two cases:

Case 1 : N;}_,=I>0.

In this case T;} — T;}_, = 5,, , then

PtN5=1<, 25=1, 15- 15., S 1¤N5., = 1, 25., = 11 =
= 1>[1v;}=k,z;} =;,s,, S 1IN,‘j'_, = 1, z;}_, S 1]
=/ PtN5=1<lN5., = 1, 25=1, 25., = 1, S, =x1

° d,,P[Z: =1, S, S 11l25., = 1, N5., = 11
=j1¤[1v,‘}=kI1v;}_,=1,s,,=x]d,,1¤[z,‘}=;,s„SxIz,}_,=1].
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Then, for l> O ,

-1: k-1+1e (1x)

C3S¢2ZNf_,=]=O.

ln this case 7}* — T,·{_, = I„ + S„ (I,,: idle time ) and, we have

61~:f=6.z:¥=1. Ti- 11.‘.1s1I~:‘.1= 0.25.1 -1 =
= P[N:=k,Z:=j,]„+ S„$ t|N:_I =O,Z:_l = i] =

0
-=ö/I

6/
y

P[N:=kIN:_l =(),Zg=j,Z:_l = i,S„=x]
d,1¤[z,‘§’ =1, s„ S 11 I

z,‘f_,
= 1, 1v,‘{_, = 0] d,1>[1„ S y]

where we used the independence between I„ and S,,, which is true by our as-

sumption of the independence of arrival and service processes; furthermore, since

the double integral exists, we can use Fubini’s theorem to interchange the order

of integration to obtain

-1: k_ _ e (1x)Q611,(¢)=! 0 — 1 ^" **1 —,-J- 16,111 .

This completes the proof of the theorem. l

Remark (2.2): In the proof of the theorem we used a well-known result from

M/Gl/1 queues; i.e. P[N,f= kIN,f_, = I, S„ = x] is the probability of k — I+ l ar-

rivals during the service time x. Since the arrivals form a Poisson process, this

obab'l't ' ual to (k 2 I- l) On the other handpr iiy iseqwma/1
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P[N,f=kIN;f_, = 0, S„ =x] is the probability of k arrivals during a service of

length x, since one initial arrival is necessary to interrupt the idle time of the

server. ¤

Corollary (2.3): The process (Nd,Z d)
with state space N >< E is an irreduc-

ible and aperiodic Markov chain with one step transition probability matrix

Q(oo) whose entries are given by

-,1: k-I+l<>¤ lx
f il? dBÜ(x) for l > O

Q (
_ „ (k—l+l). 22

¤<> e .x
bf dBÜ(x) {Of [= O .

proof

The result is standard in the theory of Markov renewal processes, which we

can see in chapter l0 of (§inlar[l975]. ¤

Using a lexicographic order to describe the states (N d,Z d) , we could repre-

sent Q(t) and Q(c>o) in block matrix form. Define the following m >< m matrices:

-1lx k_ Z1>,,(z)= f (1 (2.3)
O

•

and

-1:: kl
Ck(t)

=_/J
dB (x) for k =0,l, . (2.4)

0
•

Then
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Dow Diw DzwDsw@(0
@(0 @(0@(00
C0(:) C,(:)C2(:)Q(t)

= 0 0 C0(t) C,(t) . (2.5)

. . 0C„(z).

. .

OAnalogously,we have

Co Cl ' C2C3Co

••„

0 Co C3

C2Q(oo)= O 0 Co , (2.6)

• • O •••

. . .

0oo •
·where Ck = f dB (x) for k = 0,1,, is an m >< m matrix. (2.7)

0
•

Remark (2.4) : Note that in the case m = 1, the representations (2.5) and (2.6)

became, respectively, the semi·Markov kernel and the embedded Markov chain

for M/Gl/1 queues (see p. 317 in Cinlar[1975] ). For this reason, one can think
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of (2.5) and (2.6) as matrix versions for the corresponding quantities in the

M/GI/l queue. ¤

Let TZ be the stationary probability vector of the underlying Markov chain

(Nd,Z Ä).
That is, its components satisfy 0 $ 1:,,/ $ l for Vk 6 N, Vj 6 E, and TE

is the solution of the matrix equations

(al ¤ Q(<><>) = 1:.
(2.8)

(b) 1t 0= 1 .

We partioned TI in the same way as Q(t) and Q(c>o) :

U = (UO, UI,

U2,whereUk = (Uk},

Ukz,Thenthe equilibrium equations (2.8) become

1:+1

(a) TC', = 1:0 C„ + Zak C„+,_k for rz = 0,1, ,

(b) 1t 0 = 1 .

Deline the following functions

Hj(z)= 2:1:,5 z" for Izl $1 , (2.12)
n=0
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and <I>ü(z) : 6,,,, Z" rm Izl $1 , (2.13)
n=0

where C,,U is the element (i, j) of the matrix C,.

The next theorem introduces a new set of equations. They are equivalent to

the equilibrium equations.

Theorem (2.5) : TE is a stationary distribution for the Markov chain

(Nd,Z d) if and only if the following set of equations is satistied for Izl g l

T[0_
(a) l”l,(z) = 1:0, <l>Ü(z) + Z<DÜ(z) j = 1,2,, m ,

'=l ”=l
,„

‘ ‘
(2.14)

(6) Zn,(1) :1 .
/=l

proof:

From (2.11-a) we have

m 1:+1 m

forj = l,2,...,m and n = 0,1,2,....
i=l k=li=l

Multiplying by z" and summing over rz 6 N, we conclude that equation (2.11-a)

implies (2.14-a).
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To prove the reverse equivalence, note that from (2.14-a) we could obtain the

equations (2.11-a) by taking successive derivatives and setting z=0. The equiv-

alence between (2.11-b) and (2.14-b) is evident. ¤

Theorem (2.6) : The vector (rz_,, , 1z_,„) with TZJ = im,] for j= 1,2,...,m
n=O

is the stationary probability vector q for the Markov chain Z d.

proof:

In (2.14-a) we set z= 1, since <D„j(1) = pü we obtain m equations of the form

M M

l'1j(1)= Zlirroipü + Z(H,(l) - Egg] forj = 1,2,..., m.
i=l i=l

By (2.12), I‘Ij(l) = TZJ for j= 1,2,...,m ; in matrix notation, with

IT(l) = (rc_,, 7I_2, ,1z_„,), we have

I”I(l) (I- P) = 0 or I”I(l) P= l'I(l).

Since 1'1(l) c = 1 by (2.14-b), the theorem is proved since P has a unique sta-

tionary distribution q . ¤

Note that from our construction, Z d and (N4,2 Ä) are Markov chains;

however, N
J is not. Observe also that, without the information about the types,

it is not possible to determine the length of service and consequently the number

of arrivals between any two departures. Thus, the knowledge of N,f_, is not sufii-

cient to compute probabilities for Ngl .
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3.3 Departure Process

Definition (3.1): The process Td= {T} ; n 6 N} will be called the departure

process of the M/MR/l queue. ¤

Notice that the structure of the Td process is not known and we need to use

the (Nd,Z d,Td) process to have the structure to work it. In this section we ini-

tiate the study of the departure process computing joint and one interval distrib-

utions. We start with the stationary interdeparture time distribution. ln matrix

notation we have

We will work with (3.1) to obtain a simpler expression. The next lemma will

be useful.

Lemma (3.2): With the notations of (2.4) and (2.5), we have

ECN) = BU) (3-2)
l¢=O

and

ZDk(:) = B(r) — G(r) (3.3)
k=0

'where, G(t) = f e dB (x). (3.4)
0

proof:
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From the block matrix form of the kernel Q(t) we have the expressions for

the m x m matrices C,,(t) and D,„(t) , k = 0, 1, . Then ,

<>¤ °¤ -1: k °<> -1: ke (lx) e (1x)

k,k=0k=O k=0

Also ,

<><> <>¤ -11: k
- —u — >

‘* (lx)Zv„.<:>—Zj<¤ -1 "> k, dB <x>
k=O k=0

<><> -1x ke (1x) _ _
=f ^" ‘))dB(x)

0 k•
1::0

= B(r) — G(z) .

The interchange between sum and integral is justified by Fubini’s theorem, since

the left hand side of (3.2) and (3.3) exists. ¤

Define an infinite column vector of
1’s

in block form as

c=[e,„,c„,,.,.,.]T (3.5)

where

e,„=[l,l,.,.,.,1]T isanmxlvector. (3.6)

Now we return to the simplification of (3.1). The k-th component of TC Q(t)

is a 1 x m vector of the form

1:
[ 1: Q(t)],¢ = 1:0 Dk__,(t) + 21:, Ck_,(r) for k = 0,1, . (3.7)

1:1
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Then

oo k

1= Q(¢) ¢= (3-8)
l<=l l=l

Substituting (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain

I,
00

7l Q(t) e = I'1:0 ( B(t) — G(t)) + ZTI, B(t) e ,„. (3.9)
l=l

Finally, using theorem (2.5) we have

PET: — Yi., S r] =[ :1 Bw) — no @(0] ¤ „.- (3-10)

Observe that the expression (3.10) operates only with tinite square matrices

of order m and that the vector 1:0 needs to be computed from the equilibrium
I

equations (2.11). Note also that the R.H.S. depends on the equations (2.11) only

through 1:0 .

We now derive the joint distribution of two consecutive interdeparture times.

ln matrix notation,

PUT.}- Ü-1 S Pi- 71-1 — 721 S tz] = ¤ Q(¢i) Q(¢z) ¢ - (3-H)

As we did for the distribution of a single inter·departure time, we now com-

pute a simpler expression for two consecutive intervals. Using (3.7), we obtain

the r·th component of 7Z Q(:,) Q(1,) ,
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1: R Q(71) Q(72)]1 :1:**0 D0(*1) + **1 C0(*1)]D:-1(72)+

r+l 1: (3-*2)

+ Z[**o D1:-1(‘1) + RI Ck-l(tl)j| Cr+l—k(!2) ·
1:-2 1:1

Then

rv Q<=1> Qu:) ¢ = (lm
oo r+l I:

[2:%:**0 Do(*1) + **1 em ·
r¤l l¢=2 l=1

This can be simplilied to

7* Q(*1) Q(*2) ¢’=

(3.14)

1: 7] BU1) B(*2) ***0 (D0(*1) G<*1)+ G(71) B(*2)) ***1 C0(*1) G(*2)] em ·

From (3.14) we have the joint distribution of two consecutive intervals, using

only m x m matrices. However, we need to know 1:,, and 1:,.

Remark (3.3) : Writing the equilibrium equation (2.11-a) for n =0, we have

RO = ROCO + RICO 1.1°l€I°l RICO = RO '* CO] .

Then if the matrix C,, has an inverse, we have

**1=**0Ü*C0]C0l ·
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Consequently, it is possible to write all 1:„( rz 2 1) as a function of 1:0 only. In

M/GI/l queues this recursive relation also appears; however, no requirements

about the existence of inverses are necessary. ¤

With an approach similar to that used here and in chapter 2, it is possible to

obtain the joint distribution of two intervals scparated by r inter-departures

times. The expression is given by

-1PET: — 7T.!-1 S ¢1» 7Ü+, — 7T„{+,-1 S P1] = ¤ Q(¢1) Q(<><>)' Q(¢z) ¢ .(3—15)

for r= l,2, and the convention Q(oo) ° = I .

As expected, the derivation of a simpler expression for (3.l4) in terms of

m >< m matrices will use 1:0, 1:,, , 1:,,, . We will not develop this because the final

expression is complicated and it is not useful for computation. However, from

(2.ll) each 1:, ,j = l,2, , r + l can, in principle, be obtaincd from 1:0. So, these

joint distributions are all determined once no is known. Notice that since Q(eo)

is never an equilibrium matrix, the intervals T} — T}_,, rz = l,2, , cannot satisfy

remark (2.3.2). Thus, whether these intervals are independent or not requires

further investigation, which we give in chapter 4.
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3.4 Summary

In this chapter we introduced the M/MR/l queue with infinite waiting room

and FCFS discipline.

We developed the structure to deal with qucstions about queue length and

interdeparture times. We defined the departure process and, in particular, we

computed the distributions of a single departure interval and the joint distrib-

ution of two consecutive intervals using only finite matrices. Moreover, we inves-

tigated the relationship between the stationary distributions
of’

Z Ä and

(Nd,Z d). The chapter ended with a discussion of the lag r joint distributions.

ln the next chapter we will apply this structure to the special case
of’

expo-

nentially distributed service times and, taking advantage of this, we will discuss

the departure process in more detail.
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Chapter 4

M/Mü /1 QUEUES

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we maintain the assumptions listed in the beginning of

chapter 3 and we consider a special Markov renewal service process where the

distribution F], is exponential with parameter pv . Throughout the chapter, we

obtain simpliiied expressions that help us to explore the stationary departure

process, Td,
in more detail. Our main result is the establishment of necessary and

sufücient conditions for the departure process to be a renewal process. As we will

discuss in remark (3.4), except in special cases, the semi·Markov process associ-

ated with the service process is not a Markov process. Furthermore, for the

(Nd,Z d,Td) process, the associated semi-Markov will not be, in any case, a

Markov process.
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4.2 The queue length process

The kernel B(t) for the Markov renewal service process is given by

Bw = rß„<«>¤,.... = le <¤ - ·3"‘·*‘>l.„.... - <2~¤

From (3.1.2) we obtain, in scalar form, the mean service time

M M
IE = ZZ mp. ET . (2.2)

i=lj=l
J

We will assume

pv > Ä. for i,j = 1,2, , m (2.3)

implying that 2 E < l , so by remark (3.1.1), the stationary distribution of the

queue length exists. .

For future use, we obtain a polynomial expression for the inter-departure

times in steady state. Recall from (3.3.10) the expression

where now, from (3.3.4)

P0G
z = ——— — "v . 2.4()

li [Jg- Ä
(9 E )

mxm
( )
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After some algebric manipulation, we obtain

”” ”” “¤./*v -;„
e +

1:1;=1 pp —

i
'

— ~

ei=lj=lpy

The joint distribution of two consecutive intervals was computed earlier in

chapter 3, and the final expression is given by (3.3.14), which we reproduce below

¤ QV;) QV;) ¢ =
Q

[ 'I BU1) BÜ2) ‘ "0(D0(’i) GU:) + GÜ1) B(’2)) ‘ nlC0(tl) G('2)] ¢ m

where ,

Pv pv —(1+ M):Ö = f l — “' ‘ 2.6OU!)
I: Ä + ßlü

( 8 J )
mxm

V.- — V + ¤.-> «=‘*'· + A«‘Ä
+ [lg J J mxm

by using expressions (3.2.4) and (3.2.3).

To obtain a polynomial expression for the joint distribution of two consec-

utive intervals, we use (2.1), (2.4), (2.6) and (2.7) to perform the matrix multipli-

cations. After tedious computation, we obtain
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PU;’—Tf.,s1,-7T.’+,—7;‘s12J= 1+

.1. p,, (1101 .J.... _
11)

e‘ #,)*1

1:11:1
” (11)-1) ‘

m1:1 1:1 11:1 (ng + 2) (wk — Ä)
‘

M M
#Ü -11.. 1; Q }

1:1j=lM

M M
#Ü #Jk -1:(1101+ M1,) 2 Z (2-8)

1:1 1:1 11:1 (1w+ 2) (wk Z)

Z2)
1=1 ;=1 1«=1 #1* ‘

U J —Jlt — ;1· t

1:1 1:1 11:1 (zw 2) (wk — Ä)

M M M ,1,.1 1,.1
VJ J

Q #11} } 2

Z, M1,1 e“ Z‘·v’· ‘ M1': _
z=1 ;=1 k=1 (#V — A)

Note that we have 8 different exponential terms plus a constant term.
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Example (2.1): Consider the case where m = I, that is, we have just one type

of customer. In this case, notice that P and n are reduced to the scalar I and

our queue becomes an ordinary M/M/I . We would expect, as shown in Disney

et al. [1973], that (2.8) is the product of two exponential (A) distributions. Per-

forming the operations suggested in (2.8) we find that indced this is true. Thus,

we have a partial confirmation of our results so far.

4.3 Conditions for equivalence between the departure

pi'0C€SS Gtld G YEIIEWGI pl'0C€SS

A necessary condition for a stationary process to be a renewal process is that

two consecutive intervals be independent. The condition is not sufficient but as

we will see, it is the starting point to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions

for the equivalence between the (Nd,Z d,Td)
process and a renewal process.

Theorem (3.1): If two consecutive intervals in the departure process are in-

dependent then nü = p for any i,j = l,2,...,m.

proof:

Using (2.5), we obtain
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1=·m‘- Tf.2 S :11 Pm’+1 - 11‘S :21 = 1 +

+ Egpgüro, 111) é'

nüipüm

m yu 2 (3.1)
pg

111)

116, :11) @“ "‘*") -
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By hypothesis we are assuming that, independent of n,

PU?- Tf.1 s 11- Yi'.-1 — Tt? s 01 = PET? — 21.1 s t1JPUZ.’+1 — ff s 61- (3-2)

The left hand side of (3.2) was given in its polynomial form by (2.8). Com-

paring the polynomial expressions in both sides of (3.2), we note that the constant

term and the coefficients of e· #11*) and e··"¤ are equal on both sides. Conse-

quently they are satisfied, independent of any other condition. By identifying the

coefticients of the other terms we obtain the following conditions:

Condition I : coefficient of e·#~'=

·
——

+ — · = — 3.3;”""”[
(1-.. + 2) (1.. — 1) "'°·

"‘·) "‘] ""[ (1-,. — 2) "')
‘ ’

for r,s = 1,2,..., m .

Condition II : coefiicient of e·"¤

M M M M M
#5 #jk #5

P.yP·1.“"l*':"" (**0 + **1,) = **0 P·· *":""' · (3-4)(#9+Ä) (#91. Ä)
‘”

(13,; Ä)

Condition III : coefticient of e·“'¤+'¤>

M M M M M#12 #6 2
**0 pi;p'k°-T = ( **0 P·· · (3-5)‘ ’

(#91. Ä) ‘
" (#*5 Ä)

Condition IV: coefficient of e·*'¤·“··‘¤
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M M M

#17 }%: yü

"
P' (l'—""""""')=‘P ( 7* P"*"*")

°'
"p” °‘ ” (Aw-!) (3.6)

( 1:0,}%: ,1)

for r,s= 1,2,..., m .

Condition V: cocfücicnt of e· “~*¤·*‘¤

n0,}%s
m M

ßyO = — —-— n ·· —·l- 3.7

for r,s= 1,2,..., m .

Condition VI : cocfficicnt of e· #‘··'¤
****)+*21

p M llrs sk·— ····—·········· — Ä. = 0 3.8(nlßfs 1:0, ) ( )

for r,s= 1,2,..., m .

Condition VII : cocfficicnt of e* “»·'¤‘“·A·*¤

"':”"‘
0)..- A) "'

‘
"'*""‘ 0.. — A) "' 0).. — A) "* (.9)

for r,s,k= 1,2,..., m .

Condition VIII: cocfücient of e· #«'¤·/*))*2 for s =1* j
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O= -(·—·i···—— )(——·— 3.lO1>„15k (Ä': _ Ä) #1. Äjk _ Ä #1, ( )

for r,s,j,k= 1,2,..., m .

We start by looking at condition V. For fixed i, there is at least one j such

that p„ > 0 , then

M M #6
TIO "'*'*** > 0g ‘ U (#zj'}·)

since we are assuming pv > J. for any i,j = 1,2,..., m .

Then

Ho'}!
Ü f0I° f,S= 1,2, ...,m•

For arbitrary fixed r , by the irreducibility of P, we must have at least one s ¥-r

such that p„ > 0 . This is accomplished whether or not p„ = 0 . Then for any s

such that p„ > 0 , we have

l--— = O .(11.. — J) "'

Then
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- .11t0,="r (1_prs)If

there is more than one type s such that p,, > O , say s,, s,, , s,, for

2 sn Sm , then by (3.11)

pr:} = pr:) = = prsn •

Consequently ,

If for a given r there exists just one s such that p„ > 0 ( in fact p„ = 1 ), then

we could represent /4,, by /1, since s is unique in this case. In any case the service

rate /:„ will not depend on s. To summarize the conclusions of condition V,

/1,, = /1, for any r,s = 1,2, ,m; (3.13)

7I0r= 1/,(1 — p,) for any r= 1,2, ,m . (3.14)

From condition V1 we have

1 m AA
TZ — TI Ä. p p = O .
‘ ‘·"”

°·
’

" 1)).. + A) A)

The last term is obviously positive. For arbitrary fixed r there exists at least one

s with p„ > 0 . For that s, the condition V1 becomes
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O . (3.15)

Under (3.13), the last expression is

7'Ilr[lr*7!orÄ =0or

1r,r= 1t0rp, for r = 1,2, ,m . (3.17)

From condition I, in (3.3), we have, after using (3.13) and (3.17)

m #:/1; 7*0, (1 + P:) 7*0,1*:W:)

7*0, 7b-)

-p„m =

P.,Consideringonly the relevant cases where p,, > 0 , we obtain, after some cancel-

lation, the equation

Zrzolpü = nur for r= 1,2, ,m (3.18)
::1

or in matrix form ,
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H0 P = No

„SinceP was assumed to be ünite, irreducible, and aperiodic, it follows by theo-

rem (7.12) on page 72 in Hunter [1983b] that the vector 1:,, must be a scalar

multiple of the vector rg. From (3.14), we have

l-p, = c for r= 1,2,...,m .

Consequently ,

p,. = ;1 for r= 1,2, ,m . (3.20)

Under (3.14), (3.17) and (3.20) all the other conditions become identities and the

theorem is proved. ¤

Theorem (3.2) : The process (Nd,Z d,T d) in the M/MV/1 queue is equivalent

to a renewal process if and only if pv = ßl for any i,j = 1,2,..., m .

proof:

1st part : renewal process -> ;:„ = 11 ij 6 E.

If the sequence { 73,*;:1 2 0 } forms a renewal process, the inter·departure

times are independent and identically distributed. ln particular, two consecutive

intervals must be independent, so by theorem (3.1) this implies ;1„=p for

ij 6 E.

2nd part : pv = ,u ij 6 E —» renewal process.

By hypothesis, the sequence of service times are independent and identically

exponential distributed random variables. Since the sequence of departure times
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does not mark the type of customer that is leaving, we could consider, for the

1 study of departure times, the queue without types. In doing so, we have Poisson

arrivals with no loss and exponential service in order of arrival. According to

Disney et al. [1973], the departure process is a Poisson process which is a special

case of a renewal process. ¤

Corollary (3.3) : The renewal process in theorem (3.2) is a Poisson process.

proof:

The second part of the proof of the theorem could be used to prove this

corollary. However, as an alternative proof, we find out that the distribution of

one interval in the departure process is exponential; this is all we need since the-

orem (3.2) has estabilished the i.i.d. property.

From (2.5)

Since = 11, , by (3.11) and (3.20), we obtain
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A
M M

1i=l j=l

M M

= 1 — mpg]
¤°“‘

j=l i=l
M

= 1 — Zqj
e”'“

i=1

= l — 8-M .

Then the departure process is a renewal process with exponential distribution,

that is, it is a Poisson process. ¤ -

Remark (3.4): From Cinlar [1975] (p. 316), if the semi-Markov process as-

sociated with a Markov renewal process is a regular Markov process, then the

transition between any two states a and b , in the MRP, is given by

Q..<¢> =p.„, 0 — 1****1*) . 6-zu
where p,,, is the element (a,b) in the transition matrix of a Markov chain and

l(a) is a function of state a.

Let Y = {Y(t) ; t 2 0} be the semi-Markov process associated with the service

process (Z, S) . We have Y(t) = Z„ for iS, 5 t < ES, . That is, Y(t) is the type
I-I I-l

of the last customer that completed service on or before t.

In the special case pg = ;1,, V ij 6 E, the Markov renewal service kernel be-

comes

Bü(x) = pÜ(l — e" "‘x)
, V ij 6 E . (3.22)
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Then Y is a Markov process. It seems reasonable that the marginal (Z ‘,Td)

process will then be a Markov process, but unless 11„ = 11, T d will not be renewal

since it depends on Z
d. The (Nd,Z d,Td) process will still be fully Markov re-

newal. A proof of this conjecture relies on 7Zol= 1/,(l -7%:),16 E, a result we

have been unable to prove (see chapter 7, section 2).

If 11„ = 11] , V i,j 6 E, the transition in the Markov renewal service process will

depend on j which is the next state in the Y process. The Markovian property

for the Y process will not hold in this case.

The semi-Markov process associated with (Nd,Z ‘,T‘)
is not Markov in any

· case. To verify this, we use (3.2.1) to compute the transition between the states

(1,1) and (1,2). We obtain

[1 — e' ‘^+ “v)‘ — (1 + 11,):6
"‘+ “¤)']

. (3.23)
(Ä + #5)

The third term (in t) will never be zero for finite t, and the kernel Q(t) could not

be expressed in the factored form mentioned in (3.21). None the less, if 11,, = ßl ,

Vi,j 6 E (so that Zd need not be considered in the service distribution) even

though Q,,_„(t) has the above form, the (N
‘,Z ‘,Td)

process is equivalent to a

renewal process and even to a Poisson process as shown in theorem (3.2).

ln this way, the process (Nd,Z d,T d) becomes equivalent to a simpler process

only when pv = ßl , Vi,j 6 E. In all of the other cases, we need to deal with the full

Markov renewal structure to study the departure process. ¤
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4.4 Summary

t In this chapter we particularized our queueing model to an exponential ser-

vice time with dependence between the previous and the current type of customer.

In this way, the Markov renewal service process is characterized by the kernel

B(x) = [py F}j(x)] , where F}, is exponential (pü) and P is assumed to be finite,

irreducible and aperiodic.

We discussed the conditions for the (Nd,Z d,Td) process to be equivalent to

a renewal process. We proved that this equivalence occurs if and only if pü = u .

That is, margihally, the departure process Td is a renewal process if and only if

u„= ju. The long proof was based on the identification of coefticients in similar

terms of polynomial expressions. We also proved that if the departure process is

renewal, then it must be a Poisson process with parameter ,1.

Thus, our example of the service time including changeover times, as men-

tioned in chapter 2, indicates that even in the case where service times are expo-

nentially distributed but depend on the changeover from type i to j, the departure

process of all customers is a Markov renewal process and is never renewal unless

p„= p, in which case the departure process is a Poisson process. Of course, this

latter case is tantamount to saying that there are no changeover times. All cus-

tomers are of the same type as far as the server is concerned. Hence, the queue

acts as if it were a simple M/M/1 queue. Things are somewhat different if we look

at the departure stream for each type of customer as we will show in the next

chapter. j
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Chapter 5

STUDY OF TYPE-DEPARTURE PROCESS

5.1 Introduction

Our interest in this chapter is the study of departure processes for each type

of customer and the relationship among them. The process of interest is

(Z
‘,Td)

= {(Z,f, If) ; n 6 N}, however, its structure is not known. One approach

is to study a larger process, (N
‘,Z ‘,Td)

, where we have the Markov renewal

structure to work with, but we need to deal with an infinite dimensional process.

In sections 2, 3 and 4 we study the type-departure processes in M/MU/1 queues.

In section 2, instead of working with (N
‘,Z d,T d) , we construct a tinite dimen-

sional Markov renewal process and discuss under what conditions the two proc-

esses would be equivalent. Necessary and sufticient conditions are given. Section

3 is devoted to describing properties of each type-departure process. In section 4,
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the equivalence property proved in section 2 is used to study in detail the de-

pendence among the type-departure processes. In particular, we present ex-

pressions to measure the dependence among the type-counting processes.

Numerical examples and graphics illustrate the influence of the different param-

eters. The chapter closes with section 5, which gives results for a general Markov

renewal service process.

5.2 Equivalence

Recall from chapters 3 and 4 that the Markov renewal process (N
‘,Z

°‘,Td)

in the M/MV/1 has semi Markov kernel Q(t) whose elements are

Q„,„.<0 =
1=r~;‘

= k. Z.? -1. rtf — 11.. S ¤l~:'.. =1.z;’.. -11
-1: k—l+l¢ (lx) : ,.,„

—-{J (k_l+l)! püpüe ‘ dx forI>0 (2.l)
—

-1: k_ _ e 1x) -J (1 -e püpüe "V‘dx nn 1:0.

Assuming stationary conditions, that is,

(ai 1¤[1v;‘:1,z,‘f:z]:„,t 161v,1eE,
(2.2)

(b) P[Z:=i]=m i@E.

we marginal out the queue length in (2.1) to obtain, for ij 6 E and t 2 0,
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1c,(r>= PEZÄ =1. 11.* — 77.1.1511 Z1’.. =11
__M _

W (2.3)
=pü[l—aÜe —(l —a,y)e‘ '],

"0 Fu
where = ——#——

> 0 . 2.4au
V]: (Fg ‘ Ä) ( )

Theorem (2.1) : For O < a„ 5 l , ij 6 E, the matrix K(t) = [IQ,(t)] is a kernel

for some Markov renewal process with a state space E .

proof}

We need to verify that K,,(t) satislies all the properties of a kernel:

i) K,,(t)20 , t20;

ii) I§,(t) is monotone non decreasing ;

iii) Z!§,(<>¤) = 1 ·JEE

Expression (2.3) could be re-written as

Kg(1)= Py E av (1 — ¢°”)
+ (1 — ag) (1 — P" "*")l - (2-5)

Then, for 0 < dv 5 l , (i) and (ii) follow easily since ,1 > 0 and pv > O . To prove

(iii), note that

IQj(oo) = py , consequently K(oo) = P. ¤ (2.6)

Observe the difference between K(t) and the kernel for the Markov renewal

service process given by B(:) . The queue length influences K(t) through 1:0 in the
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expression for a„. In other words, if a zero queue length is left behind by a de-

parture, then the next interdeparture interval is the sum of an idle time plus a

service time. Expression (2.5) reflects this situation by weighting the arrival and

service distributions by a factor which depends on the stationary probability of

zero customers in the system.

Defmitiou (2.2) : The Markov renewal process (2°,7’°) with state space E

and semi Markov kernel K(t) = [K„(t)] , i,i 6 E , is called the one-step projection

of the process (N
‘,Z ‘,Td)

. ¤

According to our construction, the probabilistic structure of (Z°,T°) comes

from the one step transition in the (Nd,2 d,Td) process. The Markov chains

(Z d) and (2°) have the same state space E and transition matrix P. Assuming

that they have the same initial distribution, we see that they will be the same

process and have the same stationary distribution rp. However, (Z°,T°) and

(Z
‘,T‘)

are different processes. The latter is the projection of (N4,2 d,Td) after

each transition, in this way all its properties are connected to the original process.

On the other hand, the process (Z°,T°) , once the kernel K(t) is computed,

proceeds independent of (N
‘,Z ‘,T‘)

.

An interesting question to answer is under what conditions are the two

Markov renewal processes (N
d,Z

‘,Td) and (2°,T°) equivalent. In other words,

we would like to know when we could substitute one process for the other in order

to study properties related to the interdeparture times. When this interchange is

possible, we have the advantage of working with a finite dimensional process
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(Z°,T°) instead of an infinite dimensional one. The next theorems will address

this question.

Theorem (2.3): The processes (Z°,T°) and (N
‘,Z d,Td) have the same inter-

departure distributions.

proof}

For the process (Z°,T°) = {Z; , T; ;n 6 N} we have

P[T,: — T,;_l 5 t] = rj K(t) e
M M

= 22:1:% [ 1 — a.; @"' - (1 — ag) e' “”']
i=lj=l

M M

= l - Zinipü [ay fh + (1 — ay) e' "'7‘]

i=lj=l

= Put? —- mir S :1

by using the value of av and expression (4.2.5) . I

From theorem (2.3) we note that single intervals have the same distribution

in (Z°,T°) and (Nd,Z ‘,T Ä) . Consequently, any quantity computed from this

distribution will be the same for the two processes. This could give someone the

false idea that the processes are identical, as we will see, this is not the case unless

some additional assumptions are made.

The joint distribution of two consecutive intervals in the (Z°,T°) process is

given, in polynomial form, by
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p[7; - 7;_, S :,,7;+,- 7; S :,3 = g K(t,) K(t2) :
M M

=1— mpg (1 - ag) F "°"
i=lj=l

M M M

- mpgmg (1 — mk) F "'*'*
· i=lj=lk=l

M M

— mpg ag
F’°"

i=lj=l

•Äl2

1=1j=lk=l
( U J J (2-7)

M M M

mpgm:. ag mk
F“" + "’

i=lj=lk=l
M M M

"’ '11PvMk ag (1 · @1:) FM ° ”’*‘“

i=lj=lk=l
M M M

mpgzg:. (1 — ag) mk F "°"
°"’

i=lj=l]¢=l
M M M

(1 ‘ ag) (1 " 9%) 9- ßw — nim •
i=lj=l]¢=l

where a,, with ij 6 E was given in (2.4).

Theorem (2.4): If the processes (N
‘,Z

‘,T‘) and (Z°,T°) have the same

joint distribution of two consecutive intervals then pv = ge , ij 6 E .

proof:

Equating (4.2.8) to (2.7) above, the following conditions must be satisfied:
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Condition I : coefücicnt of e·M':

M

2.8

—-forr,s = 1,2,..., m .

Condition II : coefücicnt of e·*':

M M M M M
#5 #jk #5pm —————t— (116 + :1 ) = ¤6 1>·· —— (2-9)(#5+Ä) (1ujk Ä)

‘”
(#5-Ä)

Condition III : cocfficicnt of e·“'¤+':)

M M M M M M
p°]¢ noi ll.1Ä,1=1;=1 k=1 pl" 1=1 ;=1 1«=1 n' "v (2 10)

**0, #;k

'Ij (#jk
‘ Ä)

Ä

Condition IV: coefücicnt of 6***1 ·M':

$:1: _ ( #1,
0-.. — :) (1-,. — :1 ‘

"" -1. (1-,. — 1)‘=‘
(2 11)'" ¤6. #1, °

(Empf, 'l1(#1, “

Ä)forr,s= 1,2,..., m .
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Condition V: coefticient of 2* “~‘¤ *Ä'¤

0 _ 7, p (1 (212)'
” #1, (P,. — Ä) k=,

"‘ #1, (P,). — Ä) °

for r,s= 1,2,..., m .

Condition VI : coefücient of 2* ^‘~*¤*Ä<'¤ +'¤>

P M Prs sk
·

— tt — Ä = O 2.13

for r,s= 1,2,..., m .

Condition VII : coefiicient of 2* #··*¤*#··»‘¤

P (
"oßrs p(1rspsk(lu"' _ r r rspsk nr (nr:_(1

_ nüjßsk
)

(2.14)
ns (llsk — Ä)

for r,s,k= 1,2,..., m .

Since P is irreducible and aperiodic, the arguments used in the proof of the-

orcm (4.3.1) could be repeated here. From condition V we obtain

Wo Flrs1——=0 .°.1t =r)(l—·p)#1, (P,. — Ä) °' '
”

. Äwith p„ =E r,s 6 E .
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in the above expression the left hand side only depends on r, whereas the right

hand side can not depend on s. This implies that

11,, = 11,. (2.15)

and

1:,,, = ry,(1 - p,) for r 6 E . (2.16)

Applying these to condition IV yields

m u llI r _

then 1:,,, = iIj1:,,,p,, for each r 6 E or, in matrix form
i¤l

TCOPBy

Hunter [1983b] the vector 1:,, is a scalar multiple of ry , then

1 — p, = constant , for r 6 E,

consequently , p, = p , for r 6 E .

(2.18)

From condition VI, after substitution of (2.18) we obtain

1:,, = 1:,,,p with p =
—,’%-

, for r 6 E. (2.19)

Under (2.16), (2.18) and (2.19) all the other conditions become identities and the

theorem is proved. ¤
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Next we move to the direction of proving the converse of theorem (2.4). In

fact, we will prove a more general converse, i.e., if p„= p , for i,j6 E , then

(N
‘,Zd,T‘)

and (Z°,T°) are equivalent.

Re-ordering the states of (Nd,Z ‘,T d) such that we collect the states with the

same type of departure, instead of queue length as we did before, the kernel

Q(t) becomes

pI1QIl(t) p12Ql2(t) pImQ1m(t)
p2lQ21(t)p22Q22(t)Q(t)

=
· .

. (2.20)

pmIQml(t) pm2Qm2(t) pmmQmm(t)

Here Q„(t) is an infinite dimensional matrix representing the kernel of the queue

length process embedded at departure times analogous to an M/M/1 queue with

arrival ,1 and service rate of pv . To represent Q,j(t) in a compact form we will

define two auxiliary fnnctions:
-1: lx k

for k 6 N f,Q(t) =! i—TE?—L pq e·#v* dx (2.21)

g,„(r) = af
,le·*==j;(r — x) ;i„ e-M dx , (2.22)

where we have suppressed the superscripts to keep the notation simple.

Then, the expression for Q„(t) is
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80(Ü 81(Ü 82(Ü

83(Ü120)A0) 120)120)G
120) A0)

ß0)QÜ(r)= 0 0 j;,(r) )Q(r) . (2.23)

. .0.

. .0The

embedded Markov chain (N
‘,Zd) has transition matrix Q(oo) which

is given in block matrix form by

pm]Qml ·· pmmQmm(°°)

Remark (2.5) : When pg = p , ij 6 E, we represent Q,j(t) by Q„(t), and the

expressions (2.20) · (2.25) change accordingly. Then, from M/M/1 theory, the

stationary distribution of Q„(o¤) is

v=(l —p) (l,p,p2,...) with p=-/47 (<l) . I (2.26)
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Theorem (2.6) : In the case pv = p , i,j 6 E , the stationary distribution of

the Markov chain (Nd,Z J) is given by

7I = (1:,1, 1:,2, , 1:,,,,) where 1:,, = 111 v for i 6 E . (2.27)

proof:

First, we check 1: c = I.

M M M

I
i=l i=l i=1

where e = [e„, e__,
, e„]T is an m x I block vector and e„ is an infinite

vector of ones.

To complete the proof we verify the equation 1E Q(oo) = 1: . Forj 6 E,

M M

V Q„(°°) = 'lj V = "•j
· 'i=l i=I

In the case of pv = p , there is independence between the service process and

the types, which implies by (2.27) that the stationary distribution of (N
‘,Zd)

becomes the product of the two marginal distributions or, in other words, the in-

dependence between queue length and type. So, there is no difference in assigning

the types before or after the service.

Remark (2.7) : The following formula establishes a sufiicient condition for the

Markov renewal departure process of the M/M/1 queue to be equivalent to a re-
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newal (Poisson) process. Denoting by Q,„ , F} and K] the Laplace Stieltjes

transforms of Q„(t) , F(t) = 1 —- 6***, and K(t) , respectively, we have

vQ„,=F,v, fors20. (2.28)

The proof is given in Disney and Kiessler [1987], pages 68-69. I

The theorem (2.6) and remark (2.7) will be used in the proof of the next re-

sult. We obtain in theorem (2.8) a (more general) converse of theorem (2.4).

Theorem (2.8) : If pv = ,u , ij 6 E, then the Markov renewal processes

(N
‘,Z

‘,Td) and (Z°,T°) are equivalent.

proof:

By the definition of equivalence we need to check that

for all ,s„ 2 0 and rr 6 N,

(2.29)
TI Q,l Q,2 Q,_ e = rr K,l K,2 K,'_ ¢ .

We start by looking at the left hand side

rp Q,= Em vnr; v„--nr,„ v] Q,
M M M

= [Zn; vpn Q„, vpn. Q,.,J
i=l i=l i=1

=F,[m vnr; v„---nr„. vl
= F, TI , (2.30)
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where the fourth equality follows from expression (2.28) and the last equality

follows from (2.27). Then successive applications of (2.30) in the left hand side

of (2.29) gives

Il H

LHS=HF,Iuc=HF,I for n6N and 6*,20. (2.31)
I=l I=l

On ther other hand, note that in the special case p„= ;1,ij6 E, K(t) be-

comes

K(t) = (1 —- fh) P (2.32)

or in LS transforms , K, = F, P (2.33)

consequently rp K, = qF, P = F, rp . (2.34)

Now substituting successively (2.34) on the right hand side of (2.29), we get

W n

RHS =
1-[F,]

q c = HR, for rz 6 N and s, 2 0 . (2.35)
[=} l=1

From the equality between (2.31) and (2.35) the theorem is proved. ¤

Corollary (2.9) : If pv = ii , ij 6 E the Markov renewal process

(N is equivalent to a Poisson process (,1) .

proof:
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Expression (2.30) is a sufticient condition for the equivalence (see (1.2.11)).

Note that this was proven before in theorem (4.3.2), here we only have the con-

firmation of the result by using a different technique. ¤

Corollary (2.10) : If pv = p , i,j 6 E, the Markov renewal process (Z°,T°) is

equivalent to a Poisson process (J.) .

proof:

Also from (1.2.11), the expression (2.34) is a sufticient condition for the

equivalence. ¤

We close this section with a important result about equivalence. In the fol-

lowing theorem, the conditions for equivalence between (N
‘,Zd,Td) and its one

step projection are stabilished.

Theorem (2.11) : The Markov renewal processes (N
‘,Z 4,Td) and (Z°,T°)

are equivalent if and only if pv = p i,j 6 E .

proof:

lst part : equivalence —» pv = p i,j 6 E .

Equivalence implies in particular that the joint distribution of two consec·

utive intervals are equal in both processes. However, by theorem (2.4) this implies

thatpv=p, i,j6E.

2nd part : pv = p , i,j 6 E —> equivalence .

This was proved in theorem (2.8). ¤

Theorem (2.11) was our main objective in this section. We created a tinite

process (Z°,T°), called the one step projection of (Nd,Z d,T J),
to imitate the
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process of interest (Zd,T‘) whose probabilistic structure is not known. Note

that, by theorem (2.3), the steady state interdeparture distribution for one inter-

val is identical in both processes. Consequently, quantities such as mean and

variance of a single interval are the same. However as we proved in this section,

theorems like (2.3) which look only at a single interval are not enough to justify

the equality between (Z d,Td) and (Z°,T°). Theorem (2.ll) speciiies the only

situation where the one step projection could substitute the type-departure proc-

ess in the M/MV/1 queues. In the next section, we will obtain properties for the

individual type-departure processes of these queues, and in section 4 we will use

theorem (2.11) to study the dependency among the type-departure processes, by

using a linite and equivalent Markov renewal process.

5.3 Individual type-departure process

ln this section we restrict ourselves to the case li,] = u , i,j 6 E to study in de-

tail the departure process for each type of customer. We will study, through lil-

tering techniques, the structure of the queue length process for each fixed type

of departure and we will prove the equivalence between this process and a re-

newal process. In case of two types of customers, detailed expressions are given.

Recall that (2.20)-(2.24) give the expressions in block (type) form for the

kemel Q(t) of the Markov renewal process (N
‘,Z d,Td) . Re-writing these ex-

pressions for uv = u , i,j 6 E we obtain
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P21Q„(‘) P22Q„(*‘) PzmQ„(*)

with

80(Ü 81(Ü83(Ümr)

mr) mr)130)0
zbt:) mr)

0 0 JBO) AU) (3-2)

. . 0j,(r).

. .

0-1:lx k
where for k 6 N j]„(t) = f

f-—é;l— ju e·/“‘ dx (3.3)

g,,(t) = J
1e‘**fQ(t — x) p e‘^“' dx . (3.4)

Deüne (N},T1) = {(N,{ , 7],/) ; n 6 N} as the queue length process left behind

by a departure of type j . In this way, (Nl,Ti) is a filtered process obtained from

(Nd,Z
d,Td). In other words, it is the process that would be observed if only the

states and times of jump into the subset {(N,f , Z;{) ; Z;} =j, n 6 N} are observable.
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Note that we are assuming the origin as an epoch of transition in the process

(Nj,Tj). If this assumption is dropped then the first transition is different from

the others and so we have a delayed process. We will prove several results for a

generic member of the family { (N},Tl) ;j 6 E} .

Theorem (3.1) : The process (Nl,Tj) with state space N is a Markov renewal

process with the following semi-Markov kernel

Q'<t> = Ziel") r
Q,.t¢>J‘°”>

.wherefg) is the probability that starting in j , the first return to j is on the n-th

step in the Markov chain (Zd) .

proof:

That (N1, T!) also is a Markov renewal process is a simple consequence of its

definition (see page 22 in Disney and Kiessler [1987]). To compute the kernel

Q’(t) we note that, starting in any state in block j, we return for the first time to

j after n steps with probability fly') and for each state inside of the blocks, the

transition time is given by Q„(t). Expression (3.5) follows since the number of

transitions is arbitrary ( n = 1, 2,.... ) . ¤

Theorem (3.2) : The process N! = {N,{ ; n 6 N} is a Markov chain with sta-

tionary distribution

1rj= v , (3.6)

where v is the stationary distribution for M/M/I queue.

proof:

The process N] is a Markov chain as a consequence of (N],T]) being a

Markov renewal process. Its transition matrix is given by
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Q’<¤«»>=,u¤;;, Z4?) [ Q,.<¢>1""* . (3.7)
n=l

Since the right hand side of (3.7) is the limit of the sum of a convergent series of

bounded functions, we could interchange the limit and the sum. Also from lemma

(4.1.2) in Simon [1980], we have

,@,rg„
rQ„<o1"”*

= [ Q,,<«»>1" .

Then (3.7) becomes

Q’<«»> = §§r,§"* t Q„<«»>1" (6-8)
n=l

and ,

v Q’<«»> = Z5?) v r Q,.<«»)1” = Zxyl v t Q,,<«»>1”" = = Ze") v.
n=l n=l n=l

Then v Q}(¤¤)= v , since ZfJ§")= 1.
n=l

Finally we observe that ve(„) = 1 and v satisfies the equilibrium equations,

which was shown above. We conclude that v is the stationary distribution for
N] . ¤

Theorem (3.3) : The process (N],T}) is equivalent to a renewal process with

L-S distribution function

rf = Zf1§"l1=," , S20 . (3.9)
n=l

proof:
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Define Q,] as the L—S transform of Qj(t). Using (3.9), we will verify that

v Q,]
= F}! v , which is a sufücient condition for the equivalence to be satisüed.

We have

n=l n=l

By applying successively expression (2.28) we obtain

··Q.’=<Zf,§"*F.”>v=F.’». ·n=l

In theorems (3.2) and (3.3) we observed that the process (NI, Ti) has similar

characteristics to the queue length process (embedded at departure epochs) of a

M/M/1 queue. They have the same state space and stationary distribution, how-

ever, the one step transitions are different. Obviously they will coincide if m =l

(only one type of customer) as we easily see from (3.1).

In order to compute explicitly the distribution function FJ(t), we need to have

an expression for fg) and from it, we compute and invert For m > 2 it is dif-

ficult to find explicit expressions for fly') . We illustrate the computation for the

case m =2 .

Example (3.4) : Computation of Fj(t) in the special case m =2 .

The matrix for change types could be written as

1 — a ap = , (3.10)
b 1 — b

where 0 < a, b < l since we assumed that P is irreducible and aperiodic.
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Theorem (5.1.8) in Hunter [1983-a], gives the n·step first passage time:

(a) fg) = {ab(1 — b)"’2 n 2 2
I -— = I ;

b
la H

”
2 (3.11)

111
x1';’={"‘ ““’ *2

I — b tl = I .

Then applying (3.9) with P} = 7}:; we obtain

1ls(1 — a) + lzb
F 1 = l----———· ;(G) ‘

(A + s)(ß.b + s)
(3 I2)

(Ü) F2_ .1111-1)+.1*11 °
‘ —

(11+s)().b+s) '

lnversion of (3.12) yields

1 - — b - -111 1*111-1-7-%;-111- 1 **1 + 1ä111 — 1 ****1;
111 1*111l — a l ·—~ a °

Note that both F} and F} are hyperexponential distributions or, in other words,

convex combinations of two exponential distributions .

Theorem (3.5) : The distribution functions F
‘(t)

and F°(t) in (3.13) are expo-

nentials if and only if the matrix P has identical rows.

proof:

We prove the theorem for F‘(t) . For F’(t) the proof is similar .

lst part : F‘(t) exponential —» P has identical rows .
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A
By hypothesis I? =ä and equating coefficients of a polynomial in s

1
on both sides of (3.12), we have the following conditions:

condition 1 : coefiicient of s

Al(1 + b) = Al(1 — a) + Ab
. _ b (3.14).. )A .

condition 2 : coefiicient of 6*

ll = ° a) 1

applying (3.14) we obtain ä-= 1 - a a = 1 ·- b . (3.15)

_ · 1 — a a
Under (3.15) , the matrix P becomes P =

Ii 1— a a

that is, the change of types is independent of previous type. This is known in the

literature as Bemoulli switching.

2nd part: P has identical rows —» F1 is exponential .

Without loss of generality, we can assume that P has the form

*11 *12P = I: ] .
111 W2

Consequently, a = nl and b = nl where the
n’s

are the elements of the stationary

probability vector for P. Substituting in (3.12) yields

Fl =
As(1— nz) + Aznl

=
Anl(A + s)

=
Anl’ (A + S)(lr11 + S) (A + S)(»1m + S) (lm + S)
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Then F
‘

is exponential with parameter Arp, . ¤

In the last theorem we obtained a Poisson process for each of the type-

departure processes when P is an equilibrium matrix. From remark (2.3.2), with

the same structure for P, the service process is renewal if and only if consecutive

intervals are independent. In this sense, it becomes simpler to verify the occur-

rence of a renewal process.

Theorem (3.6) : For d 2 0 , the following order relations are observed:

(a) If rp, = rp, , then F‘(t) = F*(t) , IZO;

(b) If rp, >rp, , then F‘(t) >F*(t) , t>0;

(c) If rp, > rp, , then F*(z) > F‘(z) , r > 0.

proof:

Note that in our case rp, = rp, is equivalent to b=a. To prove (a), note that

when t = 0 , F‘(t) = F*(t) . For t > 0 , the result follows by putting a = b in (3.13).

To verify (b) we compute the difference F*(t) — F*(r),

1=¤(r) — F2(t) = (6** - 6****) +g(6**** - 6**)
>g(6** - 6****) + Tg- (6**** - 6**)

—b) — a(l —¢1))

2 0 ,

since for 0 < b < 1 and t > 0 we have 6*** > 6** and also

b(1—b)—a(1—a)=(b—a)(1—a—b)=(b-a)d20 .

Then we conclude that F‘(t) > F*(t) for t > 0 and part (b) is proved.

To verify (c), we apply the argument used in (b) to obtain
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-b(1 -1))) 20 ,

by using e·*·*' > e·*' for 0 < a < 1 and t > 0 . This concludes the proof. ¤

Note that, so far, our analysis looked at each element in the family

{(Nj,Ti) ;j 6 E} in isolation. Also we required that the initial occurrence was

type j. If this assumption is dropped, theorems (3.3) and (3.5) continue to be valid

but the results are for delayed renewal processes. For instance, suppose that the

initial state is i, then some time is expended until the first visit to j. This initial

time distribution does not have, in general, the same distribution as the other in-

tervals formed by successive returns to j.

If the matrix P is a Bernoulli switching, theorem (3.5) shows that both re-

newals are Poisson processes. Furthermore, from theorem (4.3.2) in chapter 4,

we know that the superposition of the type·departure processes is a Poisson

process and in the case of Bernoulli decomposition, it is well·known (c.f. Cooper

[1981] page 59) that they are independent Poisson processes. lf we do not have a

Bernoulli switching, theorem (3.3) provides an interesting situation where a

superposition of renewal processes gives a Poisson process. From point process

theory (see e.g. Lewis [1972]), these renewal processes must be dependent. Figure

(3.1) illustrates this occurrence for m =3. We explore this dependence in the next

section.
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Figure 3.1: Superposition of departure processes (m=3).
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5.4 Dépéildéili Iyp€·d8pui‘l‘lü‘€ processes

We will devote this section to the study of the dependence among the renewal

type-departure processes introduced in the last section. From theorem (2.11), we

know that we could study these type-departure processes by using a finite (and

equivalent) Markov renewal process (Z°,T°). Our analysis will use the

crosscovariance and crosscorrelation (to be defined) to measure dependency

among the counting processes associated with each renewal type-departure proc-

ess. To simplify the notation, from now on, we supress the
”

* " in the represen-

tation of the process (Z°,T°) studied in section 2 of this chapter. Recall that,

from (2.32), the semi·Markov kernel of (Z,T) is

1r(1) = (1 - 6**) 1-.

Associated with K(t) we have the Markov renewal function R,,(t) which is the

expected number of visits in (0,t] to state j, starting in i. From Disney and

Kiessler [1987], we get

R,J(r) = ZKÜ (°")(r) , (4.1)
n=l

where K]! <°"> is the (i,j) entry of the matrix K V") . Analogously, the Markov re-

newal kernel is

R(1) = K(°")(t) . (4.2)
n=l
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Define the counting processes:

M = {M(t) ; t 6 R,} , the number of all departures in (0 , t], t 6 R„„; (4.3)

= {Il@(t) ; t 6 R,} , the number of type j departures in (0 , t],t 6 R+ . (4.4)

From our definition, note that we will not count the occurrence at the origin. This

is a common convention in the study of counting processes. From (4.1) and (4.4)

we immediately conclude that in steady state,

E[Il@(t)] = rp, R,j(t) , for each j 6 E. (4.5)
1=1

The conditional expected value of the product of two counting variables was

given in Qinlar [1969] by his expression (8.14). On the other hand, lemma (7.7.2)

in Disney and Kiessler [1987] gives a similar result for the case where the counting
I

is made on a partition of the state space and one variable is shifted from the other

(lag r expectation). The next theorem combines both results since it computes the

conditional expectation for any two counting variables associated with the state

space and there is a shift of r units of time from one counting to the other.

Theorem (4.1) : For i,j, k 6 E, and t, r 6 R, ,

E[I\@(t) Mk(t + r) I Z0 = i] = öjkRÜ(t) + R„,*R,,j(t) +
5/I

Rjk(t + r — u) dRÜ(u) ,
(4 6)

where öjk = 1 for j = k , and zero otherwise.

proof:

Note that by the definition of the counting processes, we have

M(V)M1:(¢ + V) l{z„ 6,} Hz, 61,} l(o< r,, 6,} I{o< n 6:+,} ·
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Then, by applying conditional expectation we obtain

E[1vg(1)M,,(z+ r)IZ0 = 1] = ZZP[Z„ =j,Z,=k , T„5 1, T,s t+rIZ0 = 1]
=lI=l

oo

rl-]H=2f:1+

P[Z„=j,ZI=k,T„St, TISt+rIZ0=i]
n=l=l

+2 2 P[Z„=j,Z,=k,T„St,T,St+rIZ0=i],
n=l l=n+l

where we divided the sum according to I< n , l= n , and l> n respectively .
ForI<n then 7}< 7}, . Then {T,,St} —» {ZS 1} —> {T}St+r} and

P[Z„=j,Z,=k, T„$t, T)$!+r'IZ0= i]=

=P[Z„=j,Z,=k, T„StIZ0=i]

=P[Z„=j,Z,=k,T„St,T,S1IZ0=i]

=j!P[Z„ =j, T„ S tIZ,=k, TI= u] dP[Z,=k, TIS uIZo = i]
0

= Kg!) ·•
K§;(¤··!))(t) _

Then, for I < rz we have

oo II-]

Z Z K5') ··
K}.,‘”"”

(0 = R„.
· R1, (0 (4.0

n=2 I=l

by applying (4.1) and some manipulation with the convolution exponents.

For l= rz, then 7] = T}, and
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From expression (4.1) there follows

Z6j,„1<g"‘>(z) = öjkRIj(t) . (4.9)
n=l

For I> rz, then 7} > 7}, and

P|ÄZ„=f•Z1=/<» 7'„S¢• T1S¢+*lZo=i]=
=_/'P[ZI=k, TIS t+rIZ„=j, T„=u] dP[Z„=j, T„guIZ,,=zf|

0=_/I
P[ZI=k, TI- T„$t+r—uIZ„=_}] dP[Z„=j, T„$uIZ0=i]

0

= I' 1gi„<""»(; + I - u) d1<§"’(u) ,

by standard arguments in conditional probability. In order to perform the double
1.

summation in n and I, note that for fixed i,j, and k, the sums jf I§§<'·””(.) and
I4 l-n+l
ZI§g°'·l(.) are nondecreasing functions of L, and L2, respectively. The monotone
n•I

convergence theorem could be applied to interchange the summation with the

integral to obtain

J
l§$U_”))(f + r — u) dK§”)(u) = J

RIk(t + r — u) dRü(u) .
n=lI=n+l(4.10)

Finally, substituting (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) in (4.7) we obtain the expression

(4.6) and the theorem is proved. ¤

In steady state, the unconditional expected value is
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M

E[M(t) M,.(t + r)] = r;,[öj,.RÜ(t) + R,,.*R,.j(t) + J
R,,.(t + r — u) dRä(u)] .

(4 ll)i=l '

From (4.5) and (4.11) the variance is obtained as

V¤rIIM(¢)] = E[1%?(¢)] — E2[^@(¢)] „ fvr J E E
-

(4-12)

and E[M*(t)] is given in (4.11) in the case r = 0 and j = k .

Next we will define crosscovariance and crosscorrelation between two count-

ing variables. They will be our measure of dependence between the renewal

processes through their respective counting processes.

Definition (4.2) : For all t, r 6 R., the crosscovariance of lag r of the processes

M and M,. ,j, k 6 E is defined by

ccov[M(t) , M,.(t + r)] = E[M(t) M,.(t + r)] — E[M(t)] E[M,.(t + r)] . ¤ (4.13)

Definition (4.3) : For all t, r 6 R. the crosscorrelation of lag r of the processes

M and M,. ,j,k 6 E is defined by

ccov M~t ,M t+r
ccorr[M(t) , M,.(t + r)] = . ¤ (4.14)

,/ Var[M(t)] Var[M,.(t + r)]

The expressions above give us the elements to compute a variance-covariance

matrix for the m dependent renewal processes. The computation is based on

R(t) which exists for all finite t ( see prop.9.l.14 in Cinlar [1975] ), however, its

explicit expression for m > 2 is complicated.
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The L—S transform of R(t) is represented by R,. A useful expression for

numerical evaluation of the Markov renewal kernel is given by

R,= K,(I— K,)" , .:20 (4.15)

which is proved, with small changes, in proposition (10.2.20) in Cinlar [1975] .

We will restrict ourselves to the case m=2 and will compute detailed ex-

pressions for the crosscovariance and crosscorrelation. From the representation

(3.10) we have d=1— a — b ¢ ;[;1, that is, -1 < d< 1 . By Hunter [1983-b], (p.

8), we have °

1>= WD W" (4.16)

1 -a l 0where W= and D = .
l b 0 d

By applying the L—S transform in expression (4.2) and using (4.16), we get

_ °° n =
oo

Ä n -1R,-ZK, W(Z( Hs )n ) W .
n=l ¤=l

After computation we get

Rs: I
I:

boz_,·l-aß, aoz_,—aß,
jl (417)l —d ba,-bß, acz_,+bß,

· - .4. - ..JL....with 11,- Sandß,-Taking

the inverse,
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bx: + ALH(:) ax: — J)-
H(:)1 1 — d 1 — dR(') =TZ Ä bd bd (M8)

Ö I—·T:7iH(!) aÄf+T-j·H(!)

where H(:) = 1 — e·^(‘·“)‘
, t 2 0 .

Recall that rp = (TL; , Tg?) , then applying (4.5) we obtain

(G) E[M1(1)] =m·1¢
-

F20;
(4.19)(b) E[Mz(1)] = nw -

r 2 G-

Note that the process M defined by (4.3) is a Poisson process as we proved in

theorem (4.3.2). Then, we obtain a confirmation of the above expression since

FEM-] = E[Mi(¢) + Mz(1)J = E[M1(1)l + E[M2(¢)l = M
-

which is the expected value of a Poisson random variable with parameter x: .

Substituting the elements of R(:) (given by (4.18)) in the expression (4.11),

we obtain the expected value of the product of two counting variables. After

considerable algebraic manipulation, we get

E[Ml(:)M2(: + r)] = r)1:)2( -4-;—
1%x: + x2:r + x2:2)

(1 — G)
(4.20)

0 — df

For r=0 and j=k= 1, 2 , we substitute in (4.11) the value of R(:) to obtain
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(J) „lRll(t) + „2R2l(t) + 2'71Rii2)(¢’) + 2'l2R21 °° R11(¢‘)
__: b 2abd _ _ b _ 2 —A(l—d)t) _

d)r) +e ,

2 _2 (4.21)
(b)_

a Zabd _ _ a _ 2 —A(l—d)t)(1(1 d)z) +e .( J)

Then the expressions for the variances are

(a) dy"
(1 — J)

2 bd (4.22)
(b) Vaf[M2(t)] = Ä! + —l

+ Ä(l —— d)! + 2-ÄU-dy) .

Remark (4.4) : Expressions (4.22) are non-negative for all te R,. Observe

that the first term is the respective expected value and it is non-negative for

t 2 0. For 0 S d < l, the second term is positive since the term inside the paren-

thesis is

—l+Ä(l—d)f+€—Ä(1_d)t2Ü , rorzzo .

To verify this, note

-1 + l(l - d)t + e'm'd)‘ = -1 + E[}Ü(t)] + P[IÜ(t) = O] ,

where lÜ(t) is a Poisson r.v. with mean E[A7I(t)] = l(l - d)t . Also we have

E[!Ü(t)] = 21>[1C1(1) 2 ,1] = 1 - P[A^/f(t) = 03 + Z1¤[1U1(:) 2 n] .
n=l n=2

Then ,
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-1+ 1(1 - 61): 6] 2 o , : 2 o .
n=2

When d < 0, we reewrite Var[M,(t)] as

-2abd -A(1-d): Zad bV¤r[M1(¢)]=(—————)(1 —¢ )+(1+—···—·—·—)(———l¢) -<¤—«)‘ (1—d)2 *·d

Now observe that 1 — d = a + b and

1+ Zad
=

(a+b)2+2a(l —a-b)
=

2a-a*+b2
=

a(2—a)+b2
>0

(6 + 6)* (6 + 6)* (6 + 6)* (6 + 6)*

Since all the other terms are clearly non·negatives, we conclude that

Var[M,(t)] 2 0. The same analysis could be applied to type 2 process to obtain

Var[M,(t)] 2 0 , t2 O . I

Theorem (4.5) : For a S b ,

(¤) E[M1(¢)] 2 E[M6(¢)] . r 2 0 ;
(b) Var[Ml(t)] 2 Var[M2(t)] , t 2 0 .

proof

Recall that the stationary vector rp for the matrix P is given by

- L LH-[ a+b
’

a+b :l°

From (4.19), the inequality in (a) is immediate.

To prove (b) we compare (4.22-a) and (4.22-b) and, after observing that se-

veral terms are identicals, we obtain the result. I
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Since E[M,(t + r)] = r1,„1(t + r) by (4.19), the expression for the

crosscovariance of lag r becomes

¢'¢'0V[M1(Ü• M2(1 + Ü] 41)
(1 — d) '

rl d (4.23)
__ 1'72

2
(e-1l(1·—d)r

+
e—A(1—d)(z+r)_ e—.l(1—d)r)

·(1 — d)

Expressions (4.22) and (4.23) could be used to obtain, through (4.14), the

expression for ccorr[M,(t), M,(t + r)] . The tinal expression does not have an ap-

parent simplification and we do not show it, however, at the end of the section,

we will present a numerical example where the crosscorrelation is computed for

several values of the parameters.

Remark (4.6) : We could use again the fact that M is a Poisson process to

verify our formulas so far. We have

Var[M(t)] = Var[M1(t) + M2(t)] = Var[Ml(t)] + Var[M2(t)] + 2cc0v[Ml(t), M2(t)].

Putting r= O in (4.23) we obtain

_ 2*I1'l2d —A(l—d):ccov[Ml(t), M2(t)] -
— (1 — A(l — d)t — e ) . (4.24)(1 — d)

Applying (4.22) and (4.24) , we obtain Var[M(t)] = lt , which indeed is the var-

iance of a Poisson r.v. with parameter lt . I
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Next we prove a theorem given in Disney and Kiessler [1987] which has an

arithmetic mistake in the crosscovariance expression. Note that the theorem was

applied to the case where a Markov chain is thinning a renewal process. In our

case, this also happens because we proved in theorem (2.11) the equivalence be-

tween (N
‘,Z ‘,Td)

and (Z°,T°) . Despite the error in the proof, the theorem re-

mains true.

Theorem (4.7) : Let F(t) = 1 — e··" , and let ri = (r;,, ry,) be the stationary dis-

tribution for the Markov chain P . Then the following are equivalent :

(a) ccov[M,(t), M,(t)] = 0 , t 6 E ;
(b) P is a Bernoulli switch ;
(c) M, and M, are two independent Poisson processes .

proof:

From point process theory (see Lewis [1972]), b —+ c and c —» a are true. We

will prove a —» b .

Since ry,, 1;, and 1 — d are non zero by the irreducibility of P , using (4.24) the

hypothesis (a) implies d = 0 and consequently b = 1 — a . In this case P has

identical rows and it is a Bernoulli switching, so (b) holds. ¤

From the last theorem, when d = 0, the processes M, and M, are independent

Poisson processes. In addition, the next theorems help to explain the behavior of

the crosscovariance and crosscorrelation as function of d, t and r. ln particular,

we computed the limit of the crosscorrelation when t—• oo (r fixed) and when

r —• oo (t fixed).

Theorem (4.8) : For d > O , the crosscovariance is monotone decreasing in r.
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proof:

Let :*2 2 r1 . Using (4.23) we look at the difference

ccov[M1(t), M2(t + r1)] — ccov[M1(t), M2(t + :*2)] =

= .. *1) _ €—·1(1···¤1)(1+ *1) _ e—·1(1—d)*1 _1_ e—»1(1—d)*z)
(1 — d)

(1 — d)
2 0

by noting that the first two factors are negative and the last one is positive since
rz 2 rl • I

Theorem (4.9) : For f'1xed t ,

rhgaio cc0:*r[M1(t), M2(t + r)] = 0 .

proof} If t is fixed, by (4.23)

I. M M _ "1"2d 1 2,1 1 -1(1-411,1,¤9„¤¢<>v[ 10). 20+0]- 2( — (—d)r—@ )<<><>-(1 — d)

On the other hand,

rhggo Var[M2(t + r)] = oo , by (4.22) .

Then using (4.14), the theorem is proved. ¤

Theorem (4.10) : For fixed r ,

-2 d
M2(t + r)] (4.25)

\/„1,<1 +i<%) (1 + ..%
(a + b) (a +b)

proof}
From (4.23),
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-2 dl

+
cc0v[M,(t), M,(t + r)] = + A(t)

also, from (4.22),

1 b 2abd
- V = ..__ ..l.ar[M,(z)]

(1
_d) l +

(I —d)3 l + B(t)

1 a 2abd— Var[M (1*+ r)] =-———ll +-—ll + C(t)‘ 2 (1 — dl (1 — df

where A(t), B(t) and C(t) go to zero when t -» eo.

Applying the above expressions in (4.14) and passing to the limit when

t —» oo, we obtain the result after performing some algebraic simplifications. I

The expressions above show us that the characteristics of the dependence

between the two counting processes M, and M, relies on the structure of the ma-

trix P . Note that the limit in (4.25) does not depend on l or r and its sign could

be positive or negative according to -d. The next theorem permits us to predict

the sign of the crosscovariance and crosscorrelation by looking at the behavior

of the parameters a and b.

Theorem (4.11) : For t > 0 , the crosscovariance and crosscorrelation of lag

zero are positive or negative depending on a + b > 1 or a + b < 1 , respectively.

proof: Note that from definitions (3.8) and (3.9), the crosscovariance and

crosscorrelation have the same sign. Expression (4.14) gives the crosscovariance

of lag zero and remark (4.4) showed that the term inside the parenthesis is always
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less than zero. Consequently, the sign of the crosscovariance will be the sign of

-d. Since d = 1 — a — b , the theorem is proved. ¤

Example (4.12) : Using expression (4.14), we compute the lag zero crosscor-

relation for the special case described in this section. In order to show the results

in a 3-dimensional graph we define a new parameter u = At , so the crosscorre-

lation becomes function of a, b and u .

Figures 4.1 - 4.5 represent the behaviour of the crosscorrelation for fixed a

and different values of b and xi. Observe that there are positive and negative val-

ues depending on the parameters. Also if we fix a and b and look at the cross-

correlation for different u, we observe that the influence of u practically

disappears when it becomes larger. In fact, these graphs are showing that the

convergence of the crosscorrelation to its limit value (when r —• oo) could be very

fast. From the sequence of graphics 4.1 · 4.5 we note that the minimum and the

maximum values of the crosscorrelation increase when we move from

a=0.l to a=0.9.

Figures 4.6 - 4.10 show the crosscorrelation for fixed u and different values

of a and b . The crosscorrelation is symmetric in a and b , that is, interchanging

the values of a and b will not alter its value. Furthermore, the crosscorrelation

increases with a + b and can be either negative or positive depending on

a + b < l or a + b > 1, respectively. It is possible to observe from fig 4.6 - 4.10

that the range of the crosscorrelation enlarges with the value of u.
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5.5 General case

In this section, we return to the general Markov renewal service process and

continue the study initiated in chapter 3. Recall that the semi Markov kernel for

the service process is given by B(x) = [pv f}j(x)] where F}, is a general distribution

function and P is tinite, irreducible and aperiodic. As we discussed before, for

the general case we need all the structure of the process (N
‘,Zd,T‘)

to charac-

terize the departure process since there is no equivalence to a lower dimension

process. As we did in section 4, we will use the crosscorrelation associated with

each type-counting process to study the dependence among the successives de-

partures for each type of customer.

The kernel for (N
‘,Z ‘,Td)

was given, in its general form, by (3.2.l). As we

did in (2.20), we re·order the states such that we collect states with the same type

of departure. We have

pllQll(t) p12Ql2(t) plmQ1m(t)

p2lQ2l(t) p22Q22(t) PzmQzm(')

Q(¢) = • (5-1)

pmlQm1(t) pm2Qm2(!) pmmQmm(t)
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where Q,(t) is an infinite dimensional matrix representing the kernel of the queue

length process embedded at departure times for an M/GI/1 queue with arrival 1

and service time distribution of Ii,. Again, by using two auxiliary functions

fand g (the subscripts were suppressed), we represent Q,,(t) as

8o(') 81(Ü82(ÜM)
mr)A0)0
Mr) mr)

0 0 ß(¢) AU) (5-2)

. .O.

. .

0-1.:lx It
where for k 6 N jQ(1) = f -{Ti?-L p„ dIij(x) (5.3)

x)p„ (5-4)

The expected number of visits to a state in (0 , t], conditional on the initial

state, is given by the Markov renewal matrix R(t) whose value is

R(t) = Q (°")(r) . (5.5)
n=l

Since R(0) < oo , theorem (2.23) in Qinlar [1969] proves that R(t) exists for every

t 6 R,.

Partitioning the state space as we did in (2.1), we could write
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Rlm(t)

R„(r) R„(z) R2,„(t)

here R„(t) is an infinite dimensional matrix whose entries are

R„k;v> = Zekéik? <¤> . (5-v>
n=l

for i,jEE and l,k=0, 1,... .

Definition (5.1) : For V (k,;) 6 N x E , define the counting processes:

Mk; = {Mk;(¢) ; ( E R.-} (5-8)

where M,,,(:) is the number of departures of type j in (0, t] which left behind a

queue length of k customers. Also define

M; = {M.;(¢) : ¢ E R+} (5-9)

where M,(z) is the total number of departures of type j in (0, t] . ¤

It is clear from the above definition that

M_](t)= ZM,,j(t) ,j6E . (5.10)
k=0
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Furthermore, recall from chapter 3, that the stationary distribution of the em-

bedded Markov chain (Nd,Z d) is given by 1: whose elements 1:,l represent the

stationary probability of I customers left behind by a departure of type i. From

(5.7) the unconditional expected value of M,„j(t) is

00 WI

ErM„.,(01 = ZZ 10, RW., (0 - (5-11)
I=0i=l

Noting that for fixed j 6 E and IE R, , äM,,,(t) is a non·decreasing function of
I:-I

K , then we could apply the monotone convergence theorem to interchange sum

and expectation in order to obtain

oo oo HI
~

EtM.,(01 = Z22

10,Defininga m·vector EM(t) whose elements are E[M_j(r)] , we could write in

matrix form

EM(t)= 1: R(t)e , (5.13)

with eV = [e„, e„, , e„] .
The next result is similar to theorem (4.1). It computes the lag r conditional

expected value of the product of two counting variables in the (Nd,Z d,Td)

process.
Theorem (5.2): For 2,,, i,j 6 E , no, l, k 6 N and t,r 6 R, ,

E[M11(¢) M11;(¢ + 1) 1 (Nu, Zn) = (M6, z¤)] = (5 14)
611,11; R„„z„, 11(V) + RfloZ0,kj*Rkj,Ü (V) +/ R11,11;(V + V * V) dR„„z„, 11(V) ·

proof:
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The proof follows from theorem (4.1), extending the unidimensional state

space to the bidimensional in our case. Despite the fact that we do not have a _

finite state space, there is no change in the proof since we worked with three ar-

bitrary, but fixed states (no, zo) , (I, i) and (k,J).
•

Now, the unconditional lag r expected value for the product of the two

counting variables could be computed. The expression is

M

E|IM10U) M10U + r)] 2) | (N0) Z0) = (H0, 20)] -(5-15)
no =0 lg =l

To study the dependency between the type-counting processes, we need the

expression of the lag r expected value for the product of two type-counting vari-

ables. We Start by using (5.10) to obtain

E[M.1U) MJU + ')l(No• Z0) = U10: 20)] =

= E[(ZM„<6) (ZM00 + 6) I <~0„ 20) = 0:0. :0)]
l=0 k=O

1. 1<
ZM00 + 6) I <~0. 20) = 1:0. :0)]

l=l k=l
1. 1<

=gg¤«_,gg¤;° 2[(;M„<6) (ÄM00 + 6) I IN0. 20) = (:0. :0)] .

where we used the monotone convergent theorem to interchange limit and ex-

pectation. Finally, noting that the conditional expectation is a linear operator,

we obtain
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EW. .0) M..0 + 1) I (N0- Z0) = 010- 20)] =
°° °° (5.16)V) I (Nm Z0) =·' (V10• 20)] ·
l=0 k=0

Multiplying by the stationary distribution, we could remove the conditional in the

above expectation to obtain:

00 M

EKM.0) M..0 + 1)] = 110,.,, E[M..(1)M.;(1 + 1) | (N0- Z0) = 010. 20)] - (5-17)
no =0 zo =l

For i=j and r = 0 we obtain the expression for E[M*, (1)] which is necessary to

compute:

VaVI:M..(t)] = E[MÖ(1)] - EZEM. .0)] - (5-18)

Analogously as we did in section 3 (see (3.8) and (3.9)), we detine, for all

1, r 6 R„„, the crosscovariance and crosscorrelation of lag r of the processes M , and

MJ , ij 6 E , by the expressions:

2¢<>1[M. .0)
-
M..0 + 1)] = FEM. .0) 111..0 + 1)] — EEM. .0)] FEM.)(1 + 1)] (5-19)

ccov[M_ -(1) , M_ ~(1 + r)]
and ccorr[M i(1) , M_j(t + r)] = . (5.20)

„/ Var[M Var[Mj(1 + 1)]

Notice that (5.19) and (5.20) are computed by using the previous expressions in

this section.
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5.6 Summary

In this chapter we studied the type-departure processes for the M/MR/l

queues. We started with the special case where the service is exponential with

parameter pv. This queue was studied in chapter 4 and named M/MV/1. For these

queues, we obtained conditions under which the intinite queue length process is

equivalent to its tinite dimensional one step projection. The equivalence was used

to study the dependence among the type-departure processes and to compute the

crosscovariance and crosscorrelation between the associated counting processes.

A numerical example illustrated this computation.

For each single type-departure process, we obtained, through tiltering tech-

niques, the structure and properties for the queue length process. In a special

case, detailed expressions were computed.

The last section was devoted to a general case. We computed the expressions

to measure the dependency between type-departure processes in M/MR/I queues.

Again, we used the crosscovariance and crosscorrelation between the associated

counting processes to explain the interdependence among the type-departure

processes.
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Chapter 6 n

6.1 Summary

In this paper, we have studied the departure process for M/MR/1 queues

with FCFS discipline. These queues can be used to model systems where the ser-

vice needs some time to adjust between different tasks, or in other words, systems

with changeover times. In our study we considered that the arrival is a Poisson

process and immediately before the service starts, a type is assigned to the cus-

tomer (or job) that will initiate the service. A m-dimensional Markov chain with

transition matrix P is used in this assignment. The service time has distribution

F}, where iandj are the types of previous and current customers in service. A

Markov renewal service process was constructed, including the change in types

and the dependency in the service time distribution. In chapter 2 we discussed its
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characteristics and in particular, we were interested in the dependency between

consecutive service times caused by this structure (see section 3 for a numerical

example).

We discussed the general structure of the M/MR/1 queues in chapter 3. We

denoted the process observed just after a departure instant, 7},*, by (Nd,Z d,7'd)

= {(N,},Z,}, 7},*);n = 0,1,}, in which the information about the queue length

and type of departure is represented by N,} and Z,} , respectively. We proved that

this process is a Markov renewal process and we used its structure to study the

departure process T4. The equilibrium equations for the embedded Markov

chain, (N
‘,Z ‘)

, were computed and its stationary distribution was related with

the stationary distribution for the matrix P. We also obtained simpler ex-

pressions for the single and joint intervals in the departure process (see (3.3.10)

and (3.3.14)). It is important to emphasize that these expressions are in the time-

domain (not in transform- space) and they only include finite m x m matrices, in

contrast to the usual definition which requires operations with infinite matrices.

In chapter 4, we examined the special case where I‘},(t) = 1 — e· W . We found

that p„= 11 for ij = 1,2, ,m was a necessary and sufficient condition for the

(Nd,Z ‘,Td) process to be equivalent to a renewal process (theorem (4.3.2)). We

also proved that this renewal process is, in fact, a Poisson process.

To study the departure process in more detail, we looked at consecutive de-

partures for a fixed type of customer. These processes were called type-departure

processes, as presented in chapter 5. In the case of exponential service time dis-

tribution (p„) , we computed the marginal queue length in the joint queue
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length-type Markov renewal process, (N
‘,Z ‘,Td),

to obtain its one-step

projection, (Z°,T°), a finite Markov renewal process (see definition (5.2.2)). We

proved in theorem (5.2.11) that these two Markov renewal processes are equiv-

alent if and only if [uu = iz for i,j = 1,2, ,m. Under this condition, we studied

each type-departure process (in isolation) and we proved that they are renewal

processes. Furthermore, except in special cases, these renewal processes are never

Poisson. Since p„= p for i,i = 1,2, ,m. is also the condition for Poisson de-

parture, we obtained a situation where a superposition of renewal processes gives

a Poisson process. From a known result in point process theory (e.g. Lewis

[1972]), these renewal processes must be dependent on each other; our interest

was to investigate the relationship among them. For this purpose, we defined in

(5.4.4) the counting process associated with each type-departure process and

computed the lag r crosscorrelation between any two of these processes. In the

special case m =2, detailed results were given and a numerical example with se-

veral graphs illustrated the behavior of the crosscorrelation as a function of the

parameters of the model.

To complete the analysis, in section 5.5, we investigated the type-departure

processes for a general Markov renewal service process. In this case, the service

time distribution was a general function P}, . Expressions for the analysis of the

type-departure process were computed, including the lag r crosscorrelation be-

tween any two type·counting processes.

One should note that the problem here could be structured as a queueing

system with vacations as is done in Eisenberg [1969]. I-Iowever, such a structuring
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necessarily loses the dependence between the several queueing systems, a loss that

is irretrievable and unfortunate. It is the dependence which might be the essential

element in these systems, especially if one is to add a controller. Hence, our ap-

proach to the problem seems to be more reasonable and thorough than all of the

related existing models of queues with vacations.

6.2 Discussion and Extensions

Our purpose in this paper was to study analytical properties of the departure

process and in order to keep the probabilistic structure as clear as possible, we

avoided the traditional use of transforms. The advantage of this approach is that

we work with time domain expressions whose interpretation is, in general, easier

than the respective transforms.

The dependence on the service process causes the interdeparture times to be

correlated. In this way, if a queue, such as the one studied in this paper, is used

to feed customers into other queues (or a network in general), we could not con-

sider the arrival process as GI. Even in the case of exponentially identical rates

which give an overall Poisson departure, the dependence appears if the different

types are assigned to different queues. As we discussed in chapter 5 (section 3),

the renewal processes which constitute the arrival process to these queues will be

interdependent on each other. Note that we would not have a Poisson process
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being thinned by a Bernoulli-type switch but by a Markov chain. In other words,

the decomposition does not produce independent Poisson processes.

In the course of this research, several topics for future investigation have

arisen and we will briefly discuss them. In chapter 5, to study the type-departure

processes, we created the one step projection process of the (N
‘,Z d,Td) for the

M/MU/l queue. In order to prove theorem (5.2.1), we had to impose 0 < tl,] S l.

Since dv is obviously larger than zero (see (5.2.4)), the only part to verify would

be du S l, which is equivalent to Ttol S r1,(l — -7%) ,V ij 6 E. However, except in

the special case pv = 11 , V ij 6 E, we were not able to verify the above inequality.

Furthermore, another open question related to the above topic is to know

whether it is possible to have exponential interdeparture times without inde-

pendence of the consecutive intervals. Note that exponential interdepartures are

obtained when a„=l , or equivalently 1:,,I=rj,(l -%:) ,16 E (see expression

(3.3.10)). The difficulty appears when we try to verify, the equilibrium equations

(3.2.8) for this value of no'. We would like to address this question in future re-

search.

When we created the one step projection process, we intended to substitute

an intinite dimensional by a finite dimensional Markov renewal process. For the

general Markov renewal (MR) service, we would like to discuss how good the

substitution is. Recall that by definition the one-step projection and the original

processes have the same interdeparture time distribution. A criterion based on the

joint distribution of consecutive intervals could be used to define the approxi-

mation. Furthermore, a simulation study would compare the performance of the
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approximation. ln a theoretical sense, the discussion of substitution of one process

for another must include a norm (e.g., Levi distance) but it seems to be a very

difficult problem.

Disney et al. [1973] proved that, among all M/GI/l queues with FCFS disci-

pline, the M/M/1 is the only queue with a Poisson departure process. It seems

possible to extend this result to the MR-service class (which include GI as a spe-

cial case). Theorem (4.3.2) was one step in this direction, but it was restricted to

the exponential (pv) MR-service. The technique used in its proof must be modi-

fied, since the scalar form of the interdeparture distribution is not available in the

general case. However, it may be possible to apply some of the ideas developed

in section 4.3. For instance, imposing the independence between consecutive in-

tervals had a key role in the proof of theorem (4.3.2). Perphaps, we could repeat

this approach and obtain a restriction on the behavior of F}, , i,i = 1,2, , m, and

from this the desired generalization.

As an extension of this work, the study of sojourn times for the M/MR/l

queues could be accomplished. Different names have been used to define the

variables describing waiting times of a customer in the system. For our purposes,

the sojourn time is the total time spent in the system, that is, the waiting plus the

service time. The study of waiting and sojourn times has been one of the most

commonly pursued topic in queueing theory literature. lndeed, for some applica-

tions, this is the most important characteristic to know. For Markov renewal

service queues, Neuts [1966 and 1976] obtained the Laplace-Stieltjes transform

of the waiting time distribution. However, as far as we know, the sojourn times
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of this queue have never been studied. In the special case of Markov renewal

exponential service, we would expect some simplifications and, perhaps, we could

obtain time domain expressions for the sojoum time distribution.

In some practical applications, the capacity of the queue is finite. For in-

stance, no more than L customers could wait for service and some of them might

leave the queue without receiving any service. The lost customers form the over-

flow process, and the characteristics of this process are not known in the case of

queues with a Markov renewal service process.

The influences of more servers and/or different disciplines in the queues with

a Markov renewal service are two other new points of interest. The results could

be especially useful to evaluate the performance of production systems.

Another extension would be the introduction of feedback in the M/MR/1

queue. In this case, after the completion of service, the customer decides to feed-

back or not, according to a probability law which could depend on its type. In

manufacturing systems, the feedback of a customer is very common and usually

represents extra work to correct mistakes or to improve the quality. There are

several options in the study of this feedback queue. For instance, the customer

could change its type after feedback, and it could retum to the beginning or to

the end of the queue. Also, the mechanism of the decision could be made to be

dependent on the type of the previous departure or feedback. This seems to be a

promising topic for future research.
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